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by Francis Loh
uring the months of June
and July 2004, the local
media, especially the
press, have been replete
with reports of crime and violence
in Malaysia. There have been
many reports of snatch thefts, but
also of rapes and other sex crimes,
assaults and murders, child abuse
and ill-treatment of foreign maids,
break-ins as well as break-outs
(from police lock-ups), hold-ups
and thefts, kidnappings, extortion
including the stabbing of two
schoolchildren, not to mention numerous fatal road accidents. Police statistics on these crimes indicate that they are on the rise.
There is a sense of anxiety, even
panic and fear in the air, no
thanks to the barrage of media reports.

D

Various suggestions on how to
combat crime have been offered by
the authorities, politicians, journalists and other ordinary
Malaysians. They range from better lighting of dark places, the installation of close-circuit televisions (CCTVs), educating the public, and inevitably, greater law and
order enforcement. The Cabinet
has agreed to provide more financial and personnel support to the
Police. Ominously, the Deputy
Minister of Internal Security has
announced the use of the EmerAliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 2
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and panic and inadvertently a call for more policing and harsher laws. Yet there is a need for police
reforms first.
The back cover story by Phillip Khoo discusses the
“taming of the Dayaks” - or how, as a result of self
interest and a tussle for power among Dayak leaders, the community has been split and the Dayak
majority in the rural areas left with a sense of powerlessness and hopelessness.
Read the third instalment of the inside story of the
1988 judicial crisis by former Supreme Court judge
Datuk George Seah. This time, the story centres on
the drama in and around court as Tun Salleh’s lawyers sought an urgent sitting of the country’s highest court.
In our last issue, we took a look at the use of the ISA
in Malaysia. This time, Andrew Aeria reports on
the recent use of the ISA in Brunei.
In second and final part of his analysis of media
coverage during Election 2004, Wong Kok Keong
looks at how the print media fared and discovers a
shocking lack of journalistic integrity. He also looks
back at Euro 2004 and wonders what the fuss and
the frenzy was all about.
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gency Ordinance (Crime Prevention and Public Safety),1969,
which allows for detention for two
years without trial, and of Section
394 of the Penal Code (which allows for mandatory whipping) to
curb snatch thefts and other
crimes.
We are concerned that the government and the politicians are once
again resorting to harsh, indeed
coercive laws, to resolve this time,
the scourge of rising crime, which
is at root, a social problem. We are
even more disturbed that
Malaysians, once again, are acquiescing to this resort to coercive
laws. In this regard, the media reporting on crime has been rather
one-sided. There has hardly been
any investigation of the underlying causes of crime, nor of how
the use of these coercive laws, indeed even of the CCTVs, might
impinge on our freedom and privacy on the one hand, and facilitate greater social and political
control of citizens on the other.
Using the Emergency Ordinance
to fight snatch thefts today runs
the risk of using the ISA another
day.
This article is not about the causes
of crime. Instead, it probes the
question of deteriorating “public
security” and how the barrage of
media reports have instilled a
sense of anxiety, fear, even panic.
Under such circumstances, the
use of coercive laws can be easily
legitimised.
But harsher laws and more policing per se will not resolve the problem. For there has also developed
a disturbing lack of trust and confidence in the police, which is why
the Prime Minister launched in
February 2004 a Royal Commission to look into the operations

and management of the police.
Observers had commented that
the Commission was formed to
repair the damage to the image of
the police due to a spate of allegations of police brutality, shootings
of criminal suspects, and deaths
and violence in custody. There is
a danger that the current anxiety,
fear and panic will sideline the
investigation into these allegations against the police. That
would be a serious mistake for
public security cannot be restored
without that trust..

case in Kuala Lumpur; “NS
trainee helps bring habitual
snatch thief to justice”, an incident occurring in Tampin; “Policewoman’s handbag snatched,” a
case in Malacca; “Suspect pays
with his life in botched handbag
grab” in Klang. “Victim who was
left paralysed”, was the headline
of an interview with a victim of a
snatch theft in Damansara in
1996; “Snatch thief gets 30
months”, a case in Kuala Lumpur;
and “Snatch thieves get MPs’ attention”.

Snatch
Thefts
And
Anxiety

The newspapers also carried statistics on the number of snatch
thefts. Relying on police statistics,
Penang Chief Minister Tan Sri Dr
Koh Tsu Koon revealed that there
had been a total of 515 cases of
snatch thefts in Penang between
January and May 2004. Of these
327 had been solved with the arrest of 52 people, mostly drug addicts (The Star 16 June 2004 and
19 June 2004). Meanwhile the
Perak CPO reported a total of 374
cases of snatch thefts in his state
during January to May 2004 (The
Star 8 July 2004).

The current anxiety about public
security is directly related to the
sudden surge in the reporting of
crime, especially how three snatch
thefts resulted in the deaths of two
women and one man. Chin Wai
Fung died in Brickfields in May
when she fought back against a
snatch thief. Then Chong Fee
Cheng fell, went into a coma and
died while resisting a snatch thief
in Johor Baru in mid-June. This
was followed by the killing of
Rosli Mohamed Saad who had
gone to the aid of an Indonesian
woman whose bag was snatched
in Ampang in June 29. Rosli
chased and caught the thief who
then stabbed him twice. “Petty
theft” which is how snatch theft
has traditionally been classified
under the Penal Code had taken
on serious proportions and
caused the deaths of three innocent Malaysians.
Other cases of snatch thefts were
also reported. The headlines included: “Four in court for snatch
thefts”, referring to cases which
occurred in Sungai Petani; “Teenager remanded for seven days for
snatch theft”, referring to another
Aliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 4

Citing police statistics, Lim Kit
Siang, MP for Ipoh Timur, revealed in Parliament that there
had been an increase in the
number of reported snatch thefts
these past years: from 14,368 reported cases in 2001, to 14,640
cases in 2002, to 15,798 cases in
2003 (The Star 6 July 2004). The
Deputy Minister of Internal Security Datuk Noh Omar further revealed that there were 5,517 reported snatch theft cases during
the first five months of 2004. The
problem of snatch thefts is obviously widespread especially in
the urban areas.
The problem could be even more

serious. Based on a survey which
it conducted between 1-6 June involving 337 respondents, Nanyang
Siang Pau (6 July 2004) reported
that 50% of the respondents had
been victims of robbery, snatch
thefts and sexual harassment. Of
these victims, 61% were females
while 89% lived in urban areas.
Significantly, only about half of the
victims (50.3%) had lodged police
reports. Among the reasons offered for not reporting to the police were: “Police unable to help”
(45.2%); “no evidence” (29%); and
“procedure for lodging report was
troublesome” (11%). Nanyang surmised that there was a “lack of
confidence in the Police”. Michael
Chong, who heads the Malaysian
Chinese Association’s Complaints and Services Bureau, similarly remarked that many victims
of snatch thefts did not lodge police reports (The Star 6 June 2004).

CCTVs,
Better
Lighting,
Emergency
Ordinance
No doubt there was an outpouring of grief by families and friends
over the tragedies. But there also
developed a groundswell of anger with snatch thieves and frustration that the authorities seemed
unable to ensure public security.
Invariably, the politicians and
police have also expressed their
concerns. Some also offered opinions on who they thought were the
thieves, and what ought to be
done.
According to Penang State Executive Councillor Datuk Dr Teng
Hock Nan most snatch thieves are
drug addicts. Accordingly he calls
for the rounding up of some
10,000 hard core addicts in the
state. As well, he laments that the
Bukit Mertajam drug rehabilitation camp is used to detain more

out-of-town
rather than local
addicts. (The Star
7 July 2004).
Datuk Seri Ong
Ka Ting, the
Housing and Local Government
Minister has ordered all local
authorities to implement four short-term measures to check crime: clean up all
unkempt places; remove all billboards on overhead pedestrian
bridges; light up public areas especially the crime-prone ones;
and separate pedestrian walkways from motorized traffic (The
Star 7 July 2004). Many, including Penang CM Dr Koh, have
called for brighter lighting and
the installation of CCTVs in
“hotspots”. Apparently, some local authorities must install
CCTVs in public places like overhead bridges, LRT and bus stations, night markets, and lonely
dark lanes by the Sept 18 deadline. Others like FOMCA advisor
Datuk Hamdan Adnan, however,
have called for thinking through
the order, lest we waste public
funds yet again. He recalled the
expensive installation of cameras
at traffic intersections to nab motorists who run red lights. Today,
most of these are no longer in use.
Besides, he argued, the snatch
thieves could easily move to the
suburbs and elsewhere to conduct their activities (New Straits
Times 11 July 2004).
The Police, too, have made proposals and taken steps to stop the
scourge.
Malacca
CPO
Christopher Wan has designed
“safety nets” to cover motorcycle
baskets so as to deter snatch
thieves (The Star 7 July 2004).
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As mentioned earlier, Deputy Internal Security Affairs Minister
Datuk Noh Omar has clarified in
Parliament that the Police, since
early 2004, had resorted to using
the Emergency Ordinance (Crime
Prevention and Public Safety),
1969 against snatch thieves “if the
Police is convinced that the suspects had committed the offence”.
Under the Ordinance, those suspected may be held for 60 days
after which the Internal Security
Minister could decide to detain
them for up to two years without
trial in Simpang Renggam.
Noh Omar further clarified that
the Police would also charge
snatch thieves under Sections
392, 394 and 397 of the Penal
Code which allows for caning, jail
terms (up to 20 years if armed,
under Section 394), apart from imposing fines. This last step is in
line with the suggestions of another politician, Karpal Singh (MP
for Bukit Gelugor), who called for
amendments to sections 392 and
394 of the Penal Code to impose
mandatory whipping of not less
than six strokes (The Star 6 July
2004). It was also the suggestion
of Wong Sulong in his Editorial
in The Star on 15 June 2004. Another prominent columnist Wong
Chun Wai has echoed the same
sentiments in his “Criminals more
daring with weak police force”. In
this case, Wong calls for a stronger

police force too (The Star 20 June
2004)

Sex

Crimes

From the above, it appears that the
police and various politicians are
prepared to invoke whipping as
well as detention without trial in
order to solve snatch thefts. In fact,
there is a danger that we have been
egged on to introduce such drastic measures not because of anxiety over the hike in snatch thefts
per se, but because of panic and
fear over the rise in crime, especially violent crimes, and an
emerging crisis in Malaysia’s
public security. Again, the media
is responsible for creating this
sense of fear and panic.
Perhaps by sheer coincidence,
several dramatic court cases of
violent sex crimes were on-going
these past months. Reports of
these court proceedings have
filled the pages of the local newspapers of all languages. These
court hearings involve the rape
and murder of Canny Ong and
Noritta Samsudin in Kuala
Lumpur, and of Datuk Norjan
Khan Bahadar, Sabah’s Assistant
Rural Development Minister, in
Kota Kinabalu.
There have been other media reports of rapes. On 6 July, it was
reported that a 25-year old
woman was raped in Miami
Beach, Batu Feringghi, Penang.
That same day, an item in local
dailies stated that a 61-year old
man had been jailed for 10 years
for raping his grand-daughter in
May 2000, in Grik. The next day,
July 7, it was reported that a teenager who guided a stranger in
Banting had been raped. Another
report that same day involved the
alleged rape of a 19-year old kin-

dergarten teacher by her supervisor in Glenmarie. On 13 July a
mother and her daughter were reportedly raped by two youths who
had escaped from a nearby reform
school in Jerantut (The Star 6, 7
and 13 July 2004).
Over NTV7’s English language
My News Network on 13 July, the
lead story focused on five dates
with new internet acquaintances
which resulted in rape and gangrape. And let us not forget that
there were reports of several cases
of rapes occurring during National Service camps too. Indeed,
for some time now, women’s
groups like AWAM have alerted
us to the rising number of rape
cases and other sex crimes.

Killings And
Kidnappings
There have also been numerous
reports of killings as well as court
hearings of such killings, three of
which are on-going. There is the
assault and death of 16-year old
student Muhamed Farid Ibrahim
of SM Agama Datuk Klana Petra
Maamor in Ampangan, Seremban
on March 28. Eight juveniles are
charged with his killing. Another
case involves the killing of
Carolyn Janice Ahmad at Salak
Estate near Sungai Siput on 9 Nov.
1999. Yet another case involves
the killing of lecturer Bakarudin
Busu in Subang Jaya on 12 Feb
2002. Four men are standing trial
in the Shah Alam High Court.
Then there is the senseless murder of 91-year old grandmother,
Goh Ah Neh, in Melaka. The thief,
who had apparently robbed her a
year ago, killed her this time since
she had recognized him. Another
report on the same day highlighted another grandmother
Aliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 6

whose head was bashed by robbers in Seremban (The Star 2 July
2004).
Three recent murders involving
Penangites have also been in the
news reports. On 28 March 2004,
discotheque manager Nigel
Samson was killed. On 5 April the
body of popular teacher Pong
Teng Toon was found in Baling;
he had been strangled. In the latest case on 29 June, a 43-year old
woman was battered outside a
budget hotel in Chulia Street. The
Police have announced that various suspects had been remanded
and questioned in these cases
(The Star 2 and 6 July 2004). Investigations are also on-going in the
assault and killing of law student
Darren Kang Tien Hua in Desa
Seri Hartamas in Kuala Lumpur,
on 5 July morning.
Then there are the kidnappings.
One of these involved Julia Law
Lee Mei, a Sarawak girl studying
in Kuala Lumpur, ending in her
death. She was believed to have
been still alive when her body, tied
to a sandbag, was dumped into a
disused mining pool. In another
case, a 4-year old girl was kidnapped by the discipline-teacher
of her school in Nibong Tebal. The
teacher was arrested after her father had paid a RM200,000 ransom.
The problem of crime goes far beyond increasing numbers of
snatch thefts. Full details are not
readily available. However, a
sense of the problem might be garnered from the following statistics
released by Internal Security Ministry parliamentary secretary
Datuk Abu Seman Yusuf. Kuala
Lumpur Police statistics showed
that the total number of violent
crimes (including murder, snatch

theft, and individual and gang
robbery) had increased over the
past four years: from 7,958 cases
in 2000 to 8,060 in 2003. Murder
cases went up from 52 cases in
2001 and 2002 to 58 cases in 2003.
There has also been an increase
in the number of snatch theft
cases: from 2,796 (2001) to 3,182
(2002) to 4,262 (2003). Gang robbery cases decreased from 405 to
380 cases between 2001 and 2002,
before increasing to 411 in 2003,
while individual robberies went
up from 2,894 (2001) to 3,080
(2002) to 3,228 (2003). However
there were drops in the number of
armed gang robberies and armed
individual robberies (The Star 8
July 2004).
On earlier occasions, the media
had highlighted other cases of
crime stemming from road-bullies,
loan sharks, drugs, gambling and
other vice-related activities, gangsterism, etc. Many of these crimes
involve violence too, and occasionally result in deaths as well. Recall
also all those cases of abuse of foreign domestic maids reported in
the media, and then shunted aside
by the media’s current concern
about snatch thefts. If all these were
taken into consideration, it would
be even less surprising that there
exists this fear and panic about
security today.

Panic And Fear,
More Policing And
Harsher
Laws
It is probable that the entire range
of criminal activities was taken
into consideration when the Cabinet recently agreed to provide the
police with additional financial
and human support to fight crime.
According to Inspector General of
Police (IGP), Tan Sri Bakri Omar,
the force which was already

86,000-strong, needed an additional 23,000 personnel. The police staff was not only under-paid
and under-equipped, it was also
under-staffed. In high-density urban areas like Petaling Jaya, the
police to population ratio was
only 1: 1,154. Apparently, there are
only 50 patrol cars in Kuala
Lumpur.
The CID, which is 5,000-strong,
needed an additional 6,000 personnel immediately, Bakri Omar
revealed. To deploy more personnel in the streets quickly, the Police Force would shorten the training period for new recruits from
the current nine months to six
months. In the interim, General
Operations personnel and Police
Volunteer Reserves would be deployed. However, the IGP also
claimed that there was no need for
panic. For the crime situation in
Malaysia is better than in most
neighbouring countries, including Singapore. Indeed, he claimed
that Malaysia possessed one of the
best crime-solving rates in the
world (The Star 24 June).
To what extent will a larger Police
Force solve the increasing
incidences of crime?
It depends on how one explains
the rising incidences of crime in
the first place.
The common sociological explanation for crime, according to conservative researchers, is “deviant
behaviour”. Their corrective for
crime is more policing, harsher
laws including capital punishment to deter potential criminals,
and heavier doses of socialization
and re-socialisation of criminals
and potential criminals.
The more radical approach to reAliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 7

solving crime is to ad dress its root
causes. Hence, the socio-economic
problems of criminals, often from
lower class and minority backgrounds, should be addressed.
Their basic needs, especially having access to educational and employment opportunities, are given
special attention. Social problems
arising from poverty like broken
homes, alcoholism, drug addiction, domestic violence, etc impact
on youths with severe consequences, and should be tackled
sympathetically.
Prejudices
against minorities and the poor
within society writ large, even more
so within the police force, should
also be given due emphases. In
other words, how the police force
conducts itself vis-à-vis the crimeprone communities, and whether
there develops trust and confidence between the police and the
public, are also critical. Yet none
of these issues has been investigated by the media thus far. They
have merely reported on the
incidences of crime, and the court
cases about them; not on the underlying social causes of crime.
The crime rate in Malaysia is nothing like that in Colombia, South
Africa, Russia and other East European countries, or like in several Southeast Asian countries. In
these countries criminal groups
have penetrated the police forces,
and law and order has broken
down. Nothing like that has happened in Malaysia. In fact,
whereas Malaysia’s security used
to be threatened by armed communists and by violent ethnic clashes
– epitomized by the May 13 communal riots, both threats have receded, something Malaysians
ought to be proud of. Nonetheless,
crime rates have increased and
police-civil society relations have
deteriorated in Malaysia.

Restoring
Trust
In the Police
In this regard, we recall that the
media in May and early June was
highlighting the issue of police
reform, at least occasionally. In
important interviews with the
press, the CID chief, Datuk Musa
Hassan, admitted that perhaps
his major task was to regain public respect in the police. He admitted that there was bribery and corruption within the force and that
he wished to eradicate it. He has
warned his men that they must act
on all public complaints and that
he would act against those who
treated public complaints as petty.
However, he denied that police
brutality is widespread. “In most
cases, people voluntarily give cautioned statements but when the
case comes before the court, they
want to rebut it, claiming that they
were coerced and beaten by
police….When we interrogate, we
use psychology, not force. We find
out more about the suspect’s background and use it in our questioning”. At any rate, he has warned
his men that “they will face the
consequences if they resort to violence. We will not protect them
and they will be charged in court”
(New Straits Times 23 May 2004
and The Star 28 May 2004).
We are encouraged by these remarks by the CID chief but his
claims have been challenged by
various human rights groups who
are concerned that force is being
used too frequently and unnecessarily by the police. These counter-claims, however, have rarely
been reported by the local media.
It was the deputy minister of Internal Security who revealed in
Parliament in April 1999 that 635
people had been shot dead by the

Police between 1989 and 1999
(cited in Suaram’s Malaysian Human Rights Report 2002). That revelation had sparked concern by
human rights groups and concerned individuals including
Raja Aziz Addruse, the former
president of the Bar Council, who
on behalf of another human rights
group Hakam, expressed concern
that the police appeared “triggerhappy”. For that, Raza Aziz was
admonished by then prime minister Dr Mahathir for undermining the reputation of the police.

street demonstrations opposing
Anwar’s detention and calling for
reformasi.This was also the concern of Suhakam, the National
Human Rights Commission, after
it had completed investigation of
several such demonstrations. It
was on account of these events
and the statistics presented by the
deputy minister that the reputation of the police suffered a setback.

Yet it was at this time, it should be
recalled, that former deputy prime
minister Anwar Ibrahim was assaulted by then IGP, Rahim Noor,
while in police custody in September 1998. Had it not been for the
tell-tale signs of a black eye and
other bruises, which caused the
Court to order an inquiry into the
matter when Anwar was presented in court, Anwar’s assault
would not have come to light. For
the entire police force had initially
denied that assault and battery
had taken place.

It appears that the situation has
not improved. Suhakam’s 342page Annual Report 2003 noted
that 425 inmates had died during
2002 up till July 2003. It also
claimed that another 18 people
had died while in police custody
in 2002. Suaram elaborated on
many cases and highlighted in its
Human Right Report 2002 a slight
increase in reported deaths of
criminal suspects while in police
custody: 6 in 2000, 10 in 2001, and
18 in 2002. Many of these victims,
Suaram noted, were young and
not well-educated about their
rights. Some were also foreigners,
including illegal immigrants.

It was also around this time that
the police was accused of using
excessive force to quell peaceful

A case in point is that of 24-year
old G Francis Udayapan, who
disappeared from police custody
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on April 18 until discovered dead
several days later. The police
claimed that he escaped from his
holding cell, jumped into a river,
and drowned. However, his
mother believes that he died while
in police custody.
A few weeks later, lawyer P
Uthayakumar who heads the Police Watch and Human Rights
Committee, and was acting on
behalf of the mother, was beaten
and assaulted at gunpoint. When
he asked for 24-hour police protection, his request was denied.
On May 20, Uthayakumar, who
believes that the police were behind his assault, left for the United
Kingdom to seek temporary asylum. He did not return until a cabinet minister announced that his
safety would be assured and that
the IGP had been put in charge of
the Udayapan case.
In fact, in December 2001,
Suhakam, concerned with the
numbers of deaths of suspects
while in police custody, had recommended in its “Rights of Remand Prisoners Report” that certain guidelines be followed to
avoid complications and allegations of police brutality. It appears
that that Report, just like its Annual Reports submitted to Parliament, have been ignored by the
powers-that-be.
More recently Suhakam Commissioner Datuk K C Vohrah, a former
judge, has further voiced concern
over the increasing number of
“roadshow remands” where detainees are moved from one police
lock-up to another. He recommends that magistrates carefully
scrutinise applications for remand and not merely grant them
at the request of the investigating
police officer. In this manner, the

police would be prevented from
circumventing Section 17 of the
Criminal Procedure Code, which
only allows a maximum remand
of 14 days. As well, “magistrates
should also inquire into the welfare of the detained persons to
ensure that no abuse had taken
place”, he advised (The Star 28
May 2004)
In similar spirit, another Suhakam
Commissioner, Professor Chiam
has voiced concern on “whipping
demonstrations” being conducted in schools to deter students from crime. “It could lead to
confusing children that using
force on their peers – whether in
retaliation or punishment – was
legitimate”. Indeed, such demonstrations could also “cause unforeseen indirect psychological
impact which may cause emotional injury to the students,” besides being contrary to the Convention on the Rights of the Child,
which Malaysia acceded to in
1995, as well as other UN Conventions and Covenants (The Star
28 May 2004).
It was on account of these concerns as well as Suaram’s release
of its Annual Report, that some
publicity was given to problems
associated with the police itself,
whereupon the Inspector General
of Police announced that the police would investigate all deaths
in police custody and complete
investigations within a month
(The Star 9 June 2004). Public inquests would be held to determine
the causes of death. The family of
the deceased could engage counsel to represent their interests.
Also, detainees would be told in
writing why they are being held.
And they would also be allowed
access to family members and
lawyers. These are steps in the
Aliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 9

right direction and augur well if
they are meticulously followed.
When declaring open the new
Senior Police Officers College, the
prime minister declared: “Corruption, abuse of power, rough and
rude manners, indiscipline and
inefficiency would only raise
negative perception of the police
force and ruin its credibility” (New
Straits Times 11 July 2004). Pak Lah
is spot-on. For without trust and
confidence in the police, it would
be difficult to restore public security in the country.

Conclusion
Unless allegations of police brutality are investigated and perpetrators, if any, prosecuted, confidence and trust in the police will
not be restored. In such case, a
larger police force and harsher
laws will not resolve the problem
of crime and public security.
Worse, it will only lead to a deterioration of our freedom and privacy. This is why the anxiety over
snatch thefts, and the fear and
panic over violent crimes should
not detract from the important
task of investigating complaints
and allegations of excessive use
of force by the police. Indeed, the
Royal Commission should investigate specific cases of these allegations – something it has yet to
do – rather than make general recommendations on police reform.
The media also have an important role to play via investigating
and reporting on these deaths
and allegations of police brutality so as to allay distrust of the
police. More than this, the media
should also provoke debate on the
causes of crime, and on the best
ways to curb crime while upholding our freedoms and rights. q

1988 JUDICIAL CRISIS: THE HIDDEN STORY - PART 3

Drama

In

The

Capital

Dato Harun stays back in Kota Baru while Datuk George Seah
flies back to Kuala Lumpur
by Datuk George Seah
Why I Flew Back To KL

n my previous article I
said I would explain
why I returned from
Kota Baru to Kuala
Lumpur. To have a better understanding I need to recapitulate the
relevant facts:

I

After due consideration I preferred and accepted the suggestion of Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman to
that of the Acting Lord President,
Tan Sri Hamid, for the following
reasons, namely:

Firstly, the original panel of the
Kota Baru sitting of the Supreme
Court consisted of Tun Salleh
Abas (presiding); Tan Sri Wan
Sulaiman and Tan Sri Hashim
Yeop Sani.
After the suspension of the Lord
President, Tun Salleh Abas, the
new coram was made up of Tan
Sri Wan Sulaiman (presiding),
Tan Sri Hashim Yeop Sani and
Dato Harun Hashim.
When Tan Sri Hashim Yeop Sani
was unable to go to Kota Baru for
personal reasons, the acting Lord
President, Tan Sri Hamid, asked
me — following my return from a
sitting of the Supreme Court in the
Borneo States when I agreed to
replace Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi
— whether or not I was agreeable
to taking the place of Tan Sri
Hashim Yeop Sani. I agreed albeit
there were three other Judges of
the Supreme Court who were
available at that point of time,
namely Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi,
Tan Sri Abdoolcader and Tan Sri

1 . I agreed to replace Tan Sri
Hashim Yeop Sani in the Kota
Baru sitting of the Supreme
Court and this was done with
my express consent.

Wan Hamzah. It was abundantly
clear that somebody wanted me
out of Kuala Lumpur although I
did not see the point at that time.
When I was in Kota Baru with
Dato Harun, I received the undermentioned messages:
* From Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman: instructing me to return to Kuala
Lumpur immediately, and
* From Tan Sri Hamid, instructing me to remain and to take over
as presiding judge of the Supreme
Court, if Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman
should fail to turn up in Kota Baru.
This message was relayed to me
by Dato Harun when I saw him
in his hotel room.
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2. But I had never agreed to be the
presiding judge of the Kota
Baru Supreme Court in the absence of Tan Sri Wan
Sulaiman.
a) Further, the acting LP, Tan Sri
Hamid, had no power to direct
me to be the presiding judge of
the Kota Baru Supreme Court
without my consent.
b) And if the acting LP had purportedly invoked section 38(2)
of the Courts of Judicature Act
1964 and to dispense with my
consent, with respect, it is my
contention that this provision
of the subsection did not apply in the context of this case.
In my opinion, the subsection can
only apply if two conditions are

satisfied, namely
i) the coram must be presided by
the LP and in his absence, the
senior member of the Supreme
Court shall preside;
ii) this postulates that the senior
member of the Supreme Court
must agree to sit as a member
of the Court in the first place,
and with his consent.
Here, I must reiterate I was not a
member of the original panel of
the Supreme Court. Second, I was
only requested to take the place of
another member of the Court.
Third, I did not consent at any
stage to be the presiding judge of
the Court. Lastly, in the absence
of the presiding Judge, Tan Sri
Wan Sulaiman, the other member
in Kota Baru at that point of time
was Dato Harun, and section
38(1) expressly stipulates that
‘every proceeding in the Supreme
Court shall be heard and disposed
of by three Judges or such greater
uneven number of Judges as the
LP may in any particular case determine’.
In any case, at this juncture, there
were only two Judges in Kota Baru
and therefore Section 38(1) could
not take effect.
Another reason was that as Chairman of the Tribunal set up to investigate the serious charges
against suspendend LP Tun
Salleh Abas, acting LP Tan Sri
Hamid should not, in my opinion,
have been concerned with proceedings in the Supreme Court of
Malaysia that was scheduled to
take place. It was very clear that
these functions would be performed by the senior judge
(namely Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman)

in the then hierarchy of the Supreme Court under section 9(1) of
the Court of Judicature Act 1964
and Article 131A of the Federal
Constitution.
My view was later supported by
four other members of the Supreme
Court on 2 July 1988 and they
were:
1) Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman,
2) Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi,
3) Tan Sri Abdoolcader and
4) Tan Sri Wan Hamzah.
Only acting LP Tan Sri Hamid
held a contrary minority view on
the interpretation of section 9(1)
of the Courts of Judicature Act
1964 and Article 131A of the Federal Constitution.
I alone flew back from Kota Baru
to Kuala Lumpur in compliance
with the suggestion of Tan Sri
Wan Sulaiman, the most senior
judge then, while Dato Harun remained in Kota Baru.

An

Ajaib

Decision

Meanwhile, Tun Salleh Abas had
filed a suit in the High Court at
Kuala Lumpur challenging the
constitutionality and legality of
the Tribunal headed by Acting LP
Tan Sri Hamid. Tun Salleh Abas
also applied by way of an exparte
motion for an Order of Prohibition against the members of the
Tribunal from proceeding or deliberating or exercising any function under Article 125 of the Federal Constitution and for other
reliefs.
The application came before Dato
Ajaib Singh, a judge of the High
Court at Kuala Lumpur, on Saturday, 2 July 1988.
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To prevent the impugned Tribunal
from
presenting
its
recemmendations to the Yang diPertuan Agong, the counsel for
Tun Salleh Abas, Raja Aziz
Addruse, applied for an interim
stay against the Tribunal till Monday, 4 July 1988 but this was refused by the learned Judge, Dato
Ajaib Singh.

Urgent

Sitting

Tan Salleh Abas’ counsel, Raja
Aziz, immediately went to see Tan
Sri Wan Sulaiman, the most senior Judge in residence in Kuala
Lumpur. Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman
convened a special sitting of the
Supreme Court consisting of five
Judges to hear the ex parte application on the grounds of grave
urgency on Saturday, 2 July 1988,
acting pursuant to section 9(1) of
the Courts of Judicature Act 1964
and Article 131A of the Federal
Constitution.
Counsel submitted that Tun Salleh
Abas’s Tribunal was in the final
stage of finalising the Report to be
submitted to the King. Hence the
great urgency and this persuaded

the five Judges of the Special Sitting of the Supreme Court to issue
the Order of Probition immediately to prevent a grave injustice
from being perpetuated.
After hearing the oral submissions
of Counsel for Tun Salleh Abas,
the five Judges of the Supreme
Court consisting of
1) Tan Sri Wan Sulaiman
(presiding)
2) Datuk George Seah
3) Tan Sri Mohamed Azmi
4) Tan Sri Abdoolcader and
5) Tan Sri Wan Hamzah
unanimously granted the interlocutory Order prayed for.
In our unanimous opinion, the
challenge on the legality and constitutionality of the Tun Salleh
Abas’ Tribunal should be determined first before any Report
could be presented by the Tribunal to the King.
That the apex court could and
would sit at short notice on
grounds of grave urgency to prevent an injustice from taking place
was recently demonstrated in the
United Kingdom when the Court
of Sessions in Edinburgh refused
an application for an Interlocutory Injunction. Counsel immediately appealed to the House of
Lords in London and the appeal
was heard the very same day. Nobody had made any adverse comments on the procedure adopted
by the appellant’s solicitors.

Tan Sri Wan
Sulaiman
Phones
The Deputy IGP

tracted and sealed, Tun Salleh
Abas’ solicitors proceeded to Parliament House to serve it on the
Chairman of the Tribunal, acting
LP Tan Sri Hamid. They, however,
found the gate leading to Parliament House locked, thus effectively preventing them from serving the Interlocutory Order.
This obstacle was conveyed to Tan
Sri Wan Sulaiman, who, after consulting with Tan Sri Abdoolcader,
rang up the Deputy InspectorGeneral of Police. The Deputy IGP
then directed the police constable
who was stationed at the gate of
Parliament House to open the gate
to allow passage for Tun Salleh
Abas’ solicitors to effect service of
the Court Order on the Chairman
of Tun Salleh Abas’ Tribunal. This
was duly effected the same Saturday morning.

Five
Judges
Suspended!
Soon after, the five Judges of the
Supreme Court who issued the

Interim Order unanimously were
suspended. This followed complaints made by acting LP Tan Sri
Hamid to the Prime Minister, who
in turn recommended to the Yang
Di-Pertuan Agong to suspend the
five Judges.
Incidentally, Tan Sri Hashim Yeop
Sani was invited by Tan Sri Wan
Sulaiman to be a member of the
special sitting of the Supreme
Court but Tan Sri Hashim replied
that ‘we will be staging a revolution’!
In my next article, I will touch on
the charges against the five
Judges of the Supreme Court and
separate charges against Tan Sri
Wan Sulaiman and myself. q

This is the third in a series
of articles by Datuk George
Seah on the 1988 judicial
crisis.

EX-JUDGES
SHOULD
COME
FORWARD
I am pleased that Datuk George Seah is sharing with us his
story of the 1988 Assault on the Judiciary. I still remember
wearing a black band on my arm for weeks on end at that
time while teaching at a local law school much to the chagrin of university administration even at that time. I was at
the remembrance at the Bar Council for the late Tan Sri Wan
Sulaiman. The late Tun Suffian, former Lord President then
lamented that it may take another generation to have the
independence of the Judiciary restored. I think it is great that
ALIRAN is expediting this course in this series. Perhaps it
can persuade similarly minded retired judges, or those who
have chosen to resign from the bench to begin discussion of
some of these very important issues on the judiciary.
Salbiah Ahmad

After the Interlocutory Order of
the Supreme Court had been ex-
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ELECTION 2004

Propagandists For The BN (Part 2)
The Star and the NST could learn a thing or two from theSun though, overall, journalistic integrity was in short supply
by Wong Kok Keong
n Part I, the focus was on
coverage of the 11th general election on 21 March
by TV1, TV3 and ntv7
(AM24:5). The main findings revealed that they acted as propagandists for the Barisan Nasional
although ntv7 showed a flicker of
a fairer, more balanced coverage.
We now turn to how the New
Straits Times, The Star and theSun
had covered the election.

I

But, first, a couple of reminders:
One is that the main aim of this
study is to come up with data systematically gathered to show to
what extent the papers were unfair and unbalanced in their coverage. Points or arguments could
then be better or more objectively
made. Some comparison of the coverage by the three papers was also
made. It also helps to see how candidate Abdullah Badawi was covered. Before the election, he was
seen as merely being handed down
the premiership by Mahathir
Mohamed. He needed a strong
mandate at the polls for himself as
well as his BN to show he deserved
to be the leader of UMNO and
prime minister. The election was
very important to him.
The other reminder is that the following denotations are used
throughout:

• “BN stands for Barisan
Nasional,
• “OPP” for all parties opposed
to the BN (including Independent candidates or parties),
• “BAL” for balanced or news or
views incorporating at least
two opposing positions; and
• “NPR” for non-party related
items that focused on election
issues but not the political parties (e.g. the Election Commission reminding the parties of
the election rules).
• “F” stands for focus as in items
focusing on the BN;
• “P” for positive as in items
supportive of or positive towards the BN; and
• “N” for negative as in items
critical of the BN, but whose
response or rebuttal was not
given (if given, the item would
be considered BAL).
The three papers’ coverage was
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studied from 14 to 21 March.
theSun normally did not publish
on Sundays, but made exceptions
for 14 and 21 March. Only regular sections of the papers were examined. Election pull-out sections
were dropped, e.g. guides to the
list of candidates contesting
where and score charts. Mere
quotes from election candidates or
observers accompanied by pictures of them were also ignored.
Four specific items of coverage
were examined: news, opinions,
letters to the editor, and pictures.
The front page of the papers was
also looked into, especially for
news items and pictures, to get
some idea what were considered
most important items of the day.
Opinion items comprise analyses,
editorials, commentaries, etc.
Large or small pictures (as small
as a mug shot) were included. But
cartoons, such as those by LAT,
were excluded.

NEWS ITEMS: Papers project the BN
ALL NEWS ITEMS
NST
STAR
SUN

BN(F)

BN(P)

BN(N)

OPP(F)

OPP(P)

OPP(N)

BAL

NPR

TOTAL

92

54.5

2

27

4

20.5

55

56

311

(29.6%)

(17.5%)

(0.6%)

(8.7%)

(1.3%)

(6.6%)

(17.7%)

(18%)

(100%)

200

109

4

41

3

39

68

83

547

(36.6%)

(20%)

(0.7%)

(7.5%)

(0.5%)

(7.1%)

(12.4%)

(15.2%)

(100%)

42

28

7

26

1

8

36

25

173

(24.3%)

(16.2%)

(4%)

(15%)

(0.6%)

(4.6%)

(20.8%)

(14.5%)

(100%)

FRONT-PAGE NEWS ITEMS
NST
STAR
SUN

BN(F)

BN(P)

BN(N)

OPP(F)

OPP(P)

OPP(N)

BAL

NPR

TOTAL

6

5.5

2

1

0

1.5

1

5

25*

(24%)

(22%)

(8%)

(4%)

(0%)

(6%)

(4%)

(20%)

(100%)

4

2

1

0

0

0

2

0

13**

(30.8%)

(15.4%)

(7.7%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(15.4%)

(0%)

(100%)

6

0

0

0

0

0

1

1

8

(75.0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(12.5%)

(12.5%)

(100%)

* 3 were not election related: 2 on the Piper 28 plane crash and 1 on the shooting of Taiwan’s presidential candidate.
** 4 were not election related: 2 on the fatal crash of Piper 28, one on the weather for the F1 race also on 21 March, and the other one
on the attempted shooting of Taiwan’s presidential candidate.

NST and The Star carried an overwhelmingly larger amount of
BN(F) plus BN(P) than OPP(F)
plus OPP(P) items, far outnumbering even BAL items. It is the same
with front-page items. Only one
OPP(F) made the front page of the
NST, while none made in that of
The Star.
NST carried about 10 times more
negative items on the opposition
than the BN. Of the two BN(N)
items, one was on the front page
on 14 March about an UMNO candidate in Johor disqualified on
nomination day and the other on
18 March about two UMNO members arrested allegedly for bribing
PAS members to quit the election.
Among opposition parties, NST

gave the most coverage to PAS (at
10.5 PAS-focused items), followed
by DAP (at 8.5). There were only
three Keadilan (or PKN) -focused
items, which were actually two
less than Independent (IND) focused items.
But NST also gave PAS the most
number of negative items at 14.5,
followed by PKN at 3.5, and DAP
at 2.5. That it is an UMNO-connected paper and UMNO’s main
rivals for Malay votes were PAS
and PKN would support the
claim that the daily gave most
negative coverage to PAS and negligible but still mainly negative
coverage to PKN.
As for The Star, a reason for its conspicuously larger number of BN(F)
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or BN(P) items was that about
98% of all items appearing in
“Metro” and “Section Two” sections were focused on or positive
towards MCA candidates such as
Chew Mei Fun and Lim Boo
Chang. This MCA-owned paper
showed hardly any interest in
journalistic integrity by turning
those sections into what some
called MCA newsletters.
Of all the OPP(F) items, The Star
had the most on DAP (with 20
items), followed by PAS (14.5
items), PKN (4.5 items) and Independent candidates (2 items).
Two of the three OPP(P) items
were on PAS while the remaining
one was split between DAP and
PKN for getting support from
some members of the Malaysian

Trades Union Congress.
Two major conclusions could be
made. First, where PAS was given
a positive coverage, it was about
the party in Terengganu and
Kelantan. The paper appeared to
give PAS the benefit of the doubt
on how it would fare against the
BN as it won both states in the
1999 election.
Second, the paper had the most
OPP(N) items on the DAP (with
17.5 items), followed by PAS (13.5
items) and PKN (8 items). It had
only three fewer DAP(N) items
than DAP(F) plus DAP(P) items.
Readers thus got a very mixed
view of DAP. Compare this to the
previous finding of how “Metro”
and “Section Two” pages were
devoted almost entirely to MCA
candidates and an unmistakable
impression was conveyed. While

the MCA paper cast a glowing
spotlight on the MCA, it targeted
DAP as MCA’s most serious challenger as much for focus as for
criticism.
Compared to The Star and NST,
theSun gave a different coverage
in at least five areas. It had the
fewest BN(F) and BN(P) items
and the fewest OPP(N) items.
But it had the most OPP(F) plus
OPP(P) items and the most BAL
items. It even had the most
BN(N) items, suggesting it was
most secure with critical coverage of the BN.
theSun thus gave proportionally
the most OPP(F) plus OPP(P)
items as well as BAL items, and
the least amount of OPP(N) items.
Unlike The Star, which showed
the most bias against the opposition in those areas.

This was unlike The Star, which
showed the most bias, of the three
dailies, against the opposition in
those areas. theSun also had the
most OPP(F) plus OPP(P) items on
DAP (with 16 items), followed by
PAS (7.5 items) and PKN (1.5
items). This order was similar to
that of The Star’s. But, theSun had
only 5.5 negative DAP items (compared to 17.5 in The Star), 1 negative PAS item (compared to 13.5)
and 1.5 negative PKN items (compared to 8).
Apart from giving a large amount
of space to BN(F) and BN(P) items,
theSun , like the other two papers,
did not front page any news items
on the opposition. It even outdid
the other two by having 75% of
the news items focusing on and
positive towards the BN on the
front page, compared to about
46% each in NST and The Star.

OPINIONS & LETTERS: Hardly anything critical
OPINION ITEMS
NST
STAR
SUN

BN(F)

BN(P)

BN(N)

OPP(F)

OPP(P)

OPP(N)

BAL

NPR

TOTAL

6

21.5*

0

1

0

3.5*

4

2

38

(15.8%)

(56.6%)

(0%)

(2.6%)

(0%)

(9.2%)

(10.5%)

(5.3%)

(100%)

1.5

11

0

0

0

7

12

4.5

36

(4.2%)

(30.6%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(19.4%)

(33.3%)

12.5%

(100%)

0

6

0

1

0

0

12

1

20

(0%)

(30%)

(0%)

(5.0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(60%)

(5.0%)

(100%)

* Half an opinion piece criticised PAS while the other half praised the BN.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
NST
STAR
SUN

BN(F)

BN(P)

BN(N)

OPP(F)

OPP(P)

OPP(N)

BAL

NPR

TOTAL

5

11

1

0.5

0

11.5

8

6

43

(11.6%)

(25.6%)

(2.3%)

(1.2%)

(0%)

(26.7%)

(18.6%)

(14.0%)

(100%)

0

6

0

0

0

1

3

4

14

(0%)

(42.9%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(7.1%)

(21.4%)

(28.6%)

(100%)

0

0

1

0

0

1

3

3

8

(0%)

(0%)

(12.5%)

(0%)

(0%)

(12.5%)

(37.5%)

(37.5%)

(100%)
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NST ran close to a whopping 75%
of all opinion items focusing on
or positive towards the BN, with
slightly more than half positive.
BAL opinion items came in at only
10.5%. Most of the opinion items
on the opposition were negative.
Out of the 3.5 OPP(N) opinion
items, 2.5 were negative on PAS.

equal amounts of opinions on
BN(F) plus BN(P) and on BAL. It
had only negative opinion on the
opposition. Of the seven OPP(N)
items, 3 ripped the DAP, 3.5 the
PAS and the other 0.5 the PKN
Letters in The Star also showed a
strongly positive view towards the
BN. There were even twice as
many BN(P) letters than BAL letters. Only one letter was on the
opposition, and was critical of the
opposition in general..

The pattern is also largely true of
the letters published. Of the 17
letters about the BN, only one was
negative towards it, complaining
generically about some BN elected
representatives as not responsive
to public complaint. But it was
the other way around for the opposition. The letter with half
OPP(N) and half OPP(F) slammed
PAS for attacking Syed Husin Ali
of the Parti Rakyat as a socialist
on the one hand and regretted his
withdrawal from contesting a seat
in Kota Baru on the other. Of the
remaining 11 OPP(N)letters, 9
ripped PAS, 1 DAP, and the other
the opposition in general.

theSun again had a different idea
in presenting opinions and letters
to the editor. While similar to the
other two dailies in providing a
substantial amount of opinion
items positive towards the BN, a
good majority of its opinion items
were, however, balanced ones. It
also offered neither a BN(N) or
OPP(N) opinion item. As for the
letters, theSun had equal numbers
of BAL and NPR letters, with each
more than BN(N) as well as
OPP(N) letters.

With the NST having the most
negative opinion items and letters
on PAS among the opposition, it
further backs the claim that the
anti-PAS coverage by the UMNOconnected paper was no mere coincidence.

theSun thus appears more secure
in striving for balanced or fairness
in presenting opinion items and
letters. Even though it has far
fewer readers and lower advertising rates, it has more guts than
NST and especially The Star (the
largest selling English daily) in

Meanwhile, The Star ran about

trying to serve the public with
more diverse, balanced viewpoints.
PICTURES: Painting a thousand
words for the BN
NST gave a substantial amount of
pictures to the BN; the one negative BN picture was on the UMNO
candidate in Johor disqualified on
nomination day. The paper also
carried at least one picture pertaining to the BN everyday on its
front page, ending up with a total
of 27 pictures out of 30 (the other
three were of a pilot killed in the
crash of the Piper 28 plane, the incumbent presidential candidate in
Taiwan slightly wounded in a
shooting, and a cartoon). None
of the pictures of the opposition
made NST’s front page.
Pictures of Abdullah appeared on
NST’s front page on 15, 17, 20, and
21 March. On the other five days,
he was on page 2. All his pictures
were in colour, except for three
used with an opinion piece
penned by NST Group editor-inchief Kalimullah on 21 March in
the op-ed page. Pictures in the oped page are typically in black and
white.
No other candidates from the BN,
let alone the opposition parties,

PICTURE ITEMS

NST

BN

BN

PAS

PAS

DAP

DAP

PKN

PKN

IND

IND

(F)

(N)

(F)

(N)

(F)

(N)

(F)

(N)

(F)

(P)

128

1

15.5

2

9

1

6.5

0

4

0

0%

2.1%

0%

6 7 . 7 % 0 . 5 3 % 8 . 2 % 1 . 0 6 % 4.8% 0 . 5 3 % 3 . 4 4 %
STAR

326

0

76.7% 0 %
SUN

15

2

16

3 . 5 % 0.5% 3.8%

0

11

0

1

0

0%

2.6%

0%

0.2%

0%

BAL

NPR

Total

15

7

189

7.94% 3 . 7 % 1 0 0 %
24

30

425

5.6% 7 . 1 % 1 0 0 %

56

0

13

0

11

0

8

0

2

0

6

4

100

56%

0%

13%

0%

11%

0%

8%

0%

2%

0%

6%

4%

100%
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got such a prominent visual display. It supports the argument
that the BN used candidate
Abdullah as their charm offensive.
The UMNO-connected NST could
be argued as doing its part by giving him a pervasive visual presence to help him win a big mandate at the polls.
As for The Star, it was clearly interested in only pictures of the BN
but comparatively little interest
in pictures of the opposition. Two
were negative pictures towards
PAS (one of 3 Chinese men drinking beer in the vicinity of a PAS
operations room in Terengganu
and the other of a sparse crowd at
a PAS ceramah to give a negative
impression). Readers were thus
constantly reminded of the BN but
would have to look hard for pictures of the opposition.
Pictures of Abdullah Badawi were
on the front page on six days (14,
15, 16, 18, 19, and 21 March) and
on the second page on the other
two days (17 and 20 March). All
were in colour.
The MCA paper also gave prominent visual presence to MCA
president Ong Ka Ting, though
not as prominently as Abdullah.
There was at least a picture of Ong
everyday of the campaign, appearing on page 2 on 15, 16 and
18 March. His pictures were also
in colour.
Over in theSun, a substantial
number of BN-related pictures
were also published, but less than
NST and The Star. Pictures of
Abdullah, all in colour, were also
conspicuous, though less so compared to the other two papers.
Abdullah was on the front page
only on three campaign days – 14,

15 and 16 March – and on the second page on 14, 18, 19, 20 and 21
March. No pictures of the opposition made the front page of
theSun either.
But, again, major differences between theSun and the other two
dailies can be found. It had significantly more pictures of candidates from PAS, DAP, or PKN.
Unlike The Star, which ran proportionally the fewest pictures of
any of these three parties, indicating, yet again, how much of a BN
propaganda organ this MCAowned paper was. Also, theSun is
the only paper that did not carry
any negative pictures of any of the
opposition.

Conclusion:
Lack Of Journalistic
Integrity
The three English-language papers clearly showed bias towards
the BN in all four coverage items:
news, opinions, letters to the editor and pictures. The most bias or
the least fair and balanced in coverage was The Star. This is followed by NST, and then theSun.
The MCA paper was somewhat
like TV3. While TV3 is the most
watched TV channel, The Star is
the largest selling English daily.
And both were the most zealous
(among their respective media
type) in promoting the BN. The
paper’s lack of journalistic integrity was seen on several occasions
in its crude promotion of MCA
candidates or in its eagerness to
slam the DAP.
While The Star targeted the DAP,
among the opposition, for criticism, NST had its crosshair on
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PAS. No need to think they colluded to take on the two major
opposition parties. Rather, they
acted very much like puppets with
their strings being pulled directly
or indirectly by UMNO, in the
case of NST, or by MCA, in the case
of The Star. To hell then with journalistic fairness and independence as a way for democratic enhancement.
As for theSun, which offered the
fairest and most balanced coverage, it was the same as ntv7 for
showing that fair and balanced
coverage is not some lofty, pie-inthe-sky idea. Rather, it is do-able.
theSun could thus teach the other
two richer, larger advertising-endowed papers a lesson or two in
journalistic integrity. But, while
encouraging, its performance
does not offer much to shout about
as it was measured against the
other two papers that showed
scant interest in fair and balanced
coverage. q
Dr Wong Kok Keong is a
Malaysian lecturing in
communications in the
United States
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seeminged to dissipate and the
stamina to push ahead flagged
palpably. In some areas in KL,
graffiti has sprouted ridiculing
Pak Lah’s anti-corruption drive.
When you have a freshly formed
cabinet that includes many personages already fingered for dubious indiscretions of the past,
why should not the citizenry be
disillusioned with the so-called
“Abdullah Badawi phenomenon”?

haps the jury is still out for Pak
The More Things
Change, The More They Lah, but one thing is for sure, the
thing dubbed as the “Abdullah
Remain The Same
A cynical view of the world is expressed by Peter’s Principle
whereby everybody is said to rise
eventually to his level of incompetence. I have no doubt that
some of these social axioms such
as Peter’s Principle or Parkinson’s
Law (“work fills the time available for its completion”) are as true
as human nature itself. For example, take the one that’s rather more
like common wisdom: “Give a
man enough rope or a gun, or
whatever, and he’s bound to hang
himself or shoot himself in the
foot!” The thing is, will something
like this happen to someone like
Pak Lah – given that he is human
after all? Many had great expectations that this prime minister
would be different and would do
things differently. But will Pak
Lah be able to resist the temptation to rise to his level of incompetence or find enough rope to hang
himself or shoot himself in the foot,
like others before him? Well, per-

Badawi phenomenon” has fast
turned into a mirage.
Barely months into his new job,
and fresh from an electoral victory, there are already suggestions
aplenty that close family members
have become too influential and
powerful under this prime minister’s still short tenure. No one
would blame Pak Lah for his
wanting to preserve or even show
a modicum of favour to his progeny but when offsprings and
offsprings-in-law begin rapidly to
assume the dizzy heights in business and politics, the first minister of the government must be prepared for some severe public scrutiny. After all, it wasn’t too long
ago that the new premier had
promised heaven and earth in the
fight against corruption. And that
too has turned out to be more
rhetoric than action. No sooner
was he given the mandate (via the
electoral victory) to do all he said
he would, the early resolve
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But to get closer home, if a company controlled by one’s son has
been allegedly embroiled in the
manufacture of centrifuge parts
for nuclear weapons through a
shady business partner who has
been fortuitously locked up under
the ISA, what are ordinary citizens supposed to think? And
then if one’s son-in-law is also
thought to be the most powerful
28-year old in the country with
allegedly strong controlling connections to the country’s investment arm, again, what is the person-on-the-street supposed to
make of all of this? Finally, if one’s
retired predecessor continues to
hold sway in cash-rich and flagbearing companies of the country,
could not one be forgiven for believing that the more things change,
the more they remain the same.
The Son....
To continue, let’s start with the
son, one Kamaluddin Abdullah
Badawi. Well, never mind the fact
that Kamaluddin has a majority
interest in a company which not
so long ago became a major
player in the oil sector, which saw
its share price ascending to the
stratosphere; that we can take. As
it turns out, one of the now de-

funct subsidiaries of that same
company, Scomi Precision Engineering Sdn Bhd (SCOPE) was
unsuspectingly (so it was
thought) duped into producing
centrifuge parts for nuclear
weapons headed for Libya via
Dubai! The CIA and the MI6 no
less broke the news to the world
and both the ex-CIA chief George
Tenet and the American president George W Bush himself
spoke openly about the exposé.
Surely, this extraordinary affair
has to be about the most embarrassing thing that could happen
to any incoming prime minister
of Malaysia. For the record, Malaysia was the first country to call
for a nuclear-weapons free zone
in Southeast Asia. And now
this….tsk, tsk, tsk.
The pertinent facts of the case,
culled from various sources appear to be as follows:
• The CIA fingered Buhary Syed
Abu Tahir, a Sri Lankan staying in Kuala Lumpur, as a
deputy of Pakistani nuclear
scientist Abdul Qadeer Khan,
already forgiven by his government for his involvement in
the affair.
• Tahir was said to be Khan’s
chief financial officer and the
coordinator of the manufacture
and distribution of various
components that could be used
in making a nuclear bomb.
• SCOPE was the alleged factory
that produced the centrifuge
parts found in containers on
board the BBC China, a German-owned cargo ship. The
containers reportedly had a
SCOPE seal.

• SCOPE has admitted making
the parts but said they were
unaware of its final destination. They thought the parts
were to be used for the oil and
gas industries. A company in
Singapore that supplied parts
to SCOPE has made the same
plea of ignorance.
• Prime Minister Abdullah
Ahmad Badawi told the police
to investigate “without fear or
favour” the above allegations
and was quoted in the New
Straits Times as saying he
would “not interfere” in the
probe of SCOPE
• On Feb 20, 2004, Malaysian
police, after denying for two
weeks any wrongdoing in Malaysia, released a report that
agreed with President Bush
that indeed Tahir “had known
that the centrifuge components
manufactured by SCOPE were
destined for use in Libya’s uranium
enrichment
programme”.
The affair prompted veteran journalist M.G.G. Pillai to write:
“In this instance, Kuala Lumpur
panicked. Pak Lah had just taken
office, he had declared his war on
corruption, and as that stalled, he
is faced with a crisis far more serious. This SCOPE factory was built
in 2001 and, let us face it, when
the then Prime Minister, Tun
Mahathir Mohamed, took it upon
himself to help the Muslim world
however he could. The eminence
grise of this shadowy network is
the Pakistan nuclear scientist, Dr.
A.Q. Khan, who would have met
Dr Mahathir during his several
visits to Malaysia. How did Pak
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Lah not know of the SCOPE factory and what it made until he was
officially told of it on 10 November 2003? It is highly unlikely too
that Dr Mahathir also would have
known of this at the time. Curiously, no one has bothered to ask
him about it. Besides, the report
suggests that SCOPE officials did
not control the operations. All this
should have run alarm bells. But
we are told it did not. Strange.”
( “The SCOMI affair becomes
curiouser and curiouser,” M.G.G.
Pillai Commentary, 21-02-04,
Internet).
The Son-in-Law….
Yet another early faux pas of Pak
Lak’s was to give place of honour
and influence to his son-in-law by
appointing him as his Principal
Private Secretary. It didn’t take
long for the media to pick up on
Khairy Jamaluddin and to dub
him as “the most powerful 28year old in Malaysia”. I remember this bright twenty-something
during the APEC summit of 1998
in Malaysia when he was interviewing big-wigs on one of the
local television channels. One
couldn’t help being impressed by
the poise, confidence and savvy
of this young personage on our
otherwise hopelessly staid and
boring TV programmes. Not much
later, I remember reading columns
from someone with the same name
in the Economist. Again, I was
genuinely impressed by the analytical capability and generally
open-minded tenor of the writing
of this person. Not long later, we
came to know that Khairy
Jamaluddin had become the only
son-in-law of the prime minister.
Sometime in between, he had also
slithered into UMNO politics –

what a pity, I thought subconsciously.
To be absolutely fair to Khairy, he
had been rather quiet ever since
ascending the palamin at Number
One, Putrajaya. However, he
couldn’t hide the fact he was the
PM’s Principal Private Secretary.
Replying to various queries,
Khairy described his relationship
with his father-in-law-cum-boss
as a professional one: “In the office, I cease to be his son-in-law. I
call him ‘Sir’ to establish that I am
talking to the PM. At home, I continue to be his deputy chief of staff
because he asks me to do work.
Unfair deal.” (Ho Kay Tat, Political Aide, Khairy Jamaluddin,
Internet,
May
2004).
Under pressure because of the media hype, surat layang and other
innuendos about his influence
over his father-in-law, he has
rightly quit this post. Instead he has
decided to get into the UMNO
Youth deputy chief contest. Defensively responding to his son-inlaw’s resignation, Pak Lah said:
“All decisions requiring my duties
as Prime Minister I made 100 per
cent.” And, as quoted by Bernama,
he said, “there was “no conflict
there in our relationship as fatherin-law and son-in-law”. Pak Lah
has this incredible knack for saying nothing even when he’s saying something – did you notice?
Khairy was stoutly defended by
NST editor Kalimullah Hassan for
being picked upon because he was
the Numero-Uno-in-law. Complained the editor on behalf of his
friend, everything that Khairy did
came under the microscope. He
was denied contesting for a seat
in his home town Rembau; he was

quizzed for playing golf, and buying a 500 c.c. Kawasaki bike; sob,
sob, sob... Well, why not? If you
can’t stand scrunity, stay out of
the limelight!
The Predecessor ….
Are we beginning to miss
Mahathir? If we are, he’s certainly
not making it difficult for us to forget him. He keeps popping up like
those irritating ads on the
Internet! There was the Petronas
advisor appointment, then the appointment as adviser to Proton;
and most recently he has characteristically made press statements
in vintage Mahatherise as if he was
still first minister. There’s that
classic statement on the infamous
gift of RM100,000 worth of timber
given to one Robert Mugabe of
Zimbabwe, which came to light in
parliament, thanks to Kit Siang
and Co. Said the unflappable Tun
Mahathir, “We provide timber for
a lot of people. He wasn’t a criminal at that time. He hasn’t been
put in jail. So what’s wrong with
giving timber to him?” When
asked if the gift could be interpreted as a misuse of public
funds, Mahathir said: “No, we
give timber to everybody because
we want to promote Malaysian
timber.” (Sapa-AP, June 11, 2004)
Then ex-PM went on a tirade on a
favourite subject of his – the cost
of water. However this time the
target was not the neighbouring
country down south but the
neighboring state south of
Mahathir’s home state, Kedah.
Speaking at a dinner to honour
him for his contributions to the
state to a thousand guests, which
included the Sultan of Kedah and
his consort, the Tun railed that
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Penang should pay for its water
from Kedah. Kedah, he said,
should also raise the lease amount
for Penang from the current
RM10,000 which he said was too
low This was greeted with thunderous applause. Said Tun
Mahathir:
“Unlike Kedah, Penang is a rich
state. Kedah wants to become a
developed state by 2010, but
doesn’t have much funds to spur
the economy. So the state government must seriously consider
charging Penang for raw water
and raising the lease amount”
(NST, June 14, 2004).
Hmmm….isn’t this a bit like lawan
towkay seeing that Pak Lah comes
from the state of Penang? Pak Lah
has remained mum on the subject
and instead left it to CM Koh Tsu
Koon to mumble vague responses
to Mahathir’s broadside, something about previous agreements
and contracts with Kedah. If I
were him (CM Koh), I would have
said, it will take much more than
water prices to turn Kedah into a
developed state. More like an injection of oil, perhaps? And here’s
where Mahathir’s role as advisor
to Petronas could be of great help.
But poor Mahathir, he must be
desperately looking for a new
arena for a new political trajectory
and he’s even prepared to come
down from a 2020 vision for the
country to a 2010 vision for
Kedah!! I guess, pushing 80 he’s
not giving away too many years
and whoa, who are we to blame an
ambitious old man. So watch out,
what’s-your-name Menteri Besar
of Kedah, a major challenge
maybe on the way!
D.L. Daun

HEART TO HEART :

Euro
The

"What comes from the lips reaches the ear,
what comes from the heart reaches the heart" - Arab proverb

2004: The
Frenzy

Fever

And

by Wong Kok Keong
he amazing, glorious
Greeks. Their Cinderella
story at Euro 2004 surely
took the breath of the
world away. Although they drew
with Spain and lost to Russia in
the early stages, they, in the end,
beat the teams that mattered most
to rule Euro 2004. They unceremoniously KO’ed the immensely talented defending champion,
France; humbled the strongest
team going into the semis, the
Czech Republic; and beat host nation Portugal - not once but twice.

T

That they were given at the start
of the tournament a 100-to-1 shot
to win the trophy showed yet
again that football is truly about
how it is actually played on the
field not what the odds are on paper. The Greek triumph will undoubtedly add a glorious chapter
to the storied history of European
football as well as to Greek legends. It is one for the ages, likely
to serve as inspiration for anyone
or any nation not given a ghost of
a chance to triumph or scale great
heights.
Well, now that Euro 2004 has
come and gone - having electrified
us with nerve-wrecking, exhilarating, heartbreaking drama, we
can breathe a sigh of relief. We
are finally back to our usual
sleeping hours after having
caught up with zzzz’s lost in
those three weeks of fantastic foot-

ball frenzy in Portugal. Ahhhhh!
But it won’t be easy even if the
Greeks had not triumphed against
all odds. I don’t know about you
but I wish this Euro thing could
still go on even if it means having
to put up with more unearthly
hours just to catch a bunch of men
kicking a ball around on a field.
Just what was it that got us so
glued to the telly and poring over
the Euro-2004 pages in the papers, getting oh so wound up
about it all?

Glitz

And

Glamour

The greatest football show on
earth, rivalling even World Cup?
Certainly, Euro 2004 boasted football’s creme de la creme. There were
veteran maestros like Zizou and
Figo with their deft touches at
weaving the slick roteiro ball
through two, three opponents at
a time. The rising young hotshots
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of Rooney, Baros and Ronaldo (as
in Cristano) dazzling us with
their speed, power and exquisite
footwork. And, those in between
- in the form of mega superstars
like Henry, Owen and Beckham
with their oh-so mind-bendingly
wicked runs and crosses.
Of course, this would do injustice
to the continent of South American football giants. But even that
continent tends to lack the kind of
glamour and glitz that surrounds
the more well-scrubbed, much
ballyhooed pitches of Europe —
be they in England, Spain, Portugal or Italy. Why, even Latin
America’s hot-shots have not been
able to resist the lure of glamour,
glitz, and, of course, wealth and
riches of Europe, which has become their much prized playing
ground of choice as well.
That Euro 2004 held us spellbound was due in in no small part
to the glamour and glitz coming

off of the exuberant spin from global media. Bankrolled by global
corporations ever eager to latch on
to any global sensation to further
jazz up their global brands, television stations were ever ready to
party with the largest crowds.

… And Spin
Like most commodities, when you
dress up the beautiful game with
the most glamourous, glitzy and
exciting spin, it will further shine
and entice, developing legs to
travel the world over. Cleverly
packaged, the tournament was
able to convert even the most indifferent and uninterested or
whip up more frenzy among the
faithful than ever before.
Watching sports on the telly has
become the leisure thing to do in
this globalised consumer culture,
and football certainly has much
to do with it. It is not just the
number one sport among rich and
poor, young and old, and a growing number of women, it also succeeds in generating more passion
than any other sport. Everyone it
seems wanted to experience the
thrill of the global Euro 2004 phenomenon.
Heck, it beats watching the best
on our shores. We have grown so
accustomed to our homegrown
players saying they will do their
best while we endure and suffer,
hoping against hope they will one
day deliver. Until then, we will be
forced to witness the beautitul
game as it should be played even
if the game unfolds in distant
shores and at unearthly hours.
Besides, what better opportunity
for all of us — young and old, rich
and poor, of all ethnic groups —
to banter about this passion of
ours like the pundits and commentators on television. We were

able to pour out our “expert opinions” whether at home, in pubs,
at our favourite mamak stalls over
long teh-tariks, or during coffee
breaks at work with our eyes
weary but still dancing after having witnessed something magical
in the wee hours of the night before.

All's

Well

Globally?

Ah, the feeling of bliss and camaraderie with folks familiar and
new who shared your opinions or
your cutting commentaries. Like
why, oh, why Beckham was so
wrong to take the penalty against
Portugal regardless if the earth
did move under his feet. The
quick exit of the highly touted
Azzuris for not putting away
more goals. Or the incredible sight
of the always-respected Germans
sent packing by the second string
Czechs. In that fleeting moment of
instant camaraderie, we felt an instant recognition and connection
that was like no other. It was as
though all was well and right
with the world, with humanity,
and you felt a warm fuzzy thrill
to be a part of it all.
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It was enough for us to turn our
backs on a world wrecked ever
more so with deaths, misery and
suffering, fear and hatred, the
strains and stresses of daily life.
Instead, for one brief moment,
we revelled in humanity’s capacity for beauty, fun, and creativity.
That might be all that we needed
to soldier on and face the demons
inside and outside us. It might
be all that we needed to reaffirm
life and living. Or, at the very
least, it was just what we needed
to get ourselves ready and
psyched up for the next global
party in a couple of years, the
World Cup in Germany!
Sounds like an eternity? Well,
how about Copa America then,
played in less glamourous and
glitzy Peru — never mind if it is
missing South American football
superstars like Brazil's Ronaldo
and Ronaldinho — but at more
tolerable hours of the morning.
Who knows, maybe another legend the likes of the Greek fairytale awaits us. Go, Copa! Anyone? q

DETENTION WITHOUT TRIAL

ISA

Arrests

In

Brunei

What did they do that was so detrimental
to Brunei’s national security?
by Andrew Aeria
n February this year, the
Brunei government detained three more of its
citizens under the Internal Security Act (ISA), bringing
the total number of known ISA detainees in Brunei to 25.

I

According to the Internal Security
Department (ISD), the three detainees are reported to be
• Haji Muslim bin Haji Awang
Tengah, a former army intelligence officer holding the rank
of Major;
• Haji Abdul Radzak bin Haji
Awang Damit, a businessman;
• Noordin bin Haji Mohamed
Noor, a former Police Special
Branch officer.
Their supposed “crime” was
“treason and for leaking government secrets on the Internet”. Reportedly, government secrets and
sensitive information were posted
by them on a local Internet website
www.bruclass.com where the secrets
were actively and systematically
disseminated as “subversive
propaganda” that was “detrimental to the country’s stability
and security”.
Noordin was also accused of allegedly “selling classified documents to an unidentified foreign
nation”.
(Source:
http://
www.brudirect.com/DailyInfo/

News/Archive/Mar04/040304/
nite01.htm).
We, however, have not been able
to find out what exactly the detainees had posted on the net that
was so detrimental to Brunei’s national security.
These February detentions come
on top of the earlier detentions
under the ISA of 16 other persons
in late 2003 and early 2004 on
“suspicion of subversion and forgery” in “an attempt to sabotage
the economic stability of the country”. This group, consisting of 13
Bruneians, a permanent resident,
a Malaysian and a Filipino, were
allegedly involved in the distribution of more than B$700,000
(US$412,000) in forged Brunei
currency.
The 13 Bruneians detained are
Haji Sarbini bin Pehin Udana
Khatib Haji Junit, 54; Haji Bakar
bin Bali, 36; Ibrahim bin Timbang,
50; Razali bin Haji Kahan, 54; Haji
Abdul Salam bin Dollah, 48; Sabli
bin Tuming, 46; Ali bin Awang
Abuk Bakar, 42; Omar bin Haji
Untong, 39; Juni bin Haji Garip,
39; Ghani bin Tamin, 65; Julaihi
bin Aliasim @ Yasim, 49; Suhaimi
bin Haji Kamis, 43; and Pengiran
Haji Abdul Rahman bin Pengiran
Haji Zainal, 63.
Also detained were a Permanent
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Resident and two foreign nationals, Macky Paraji Hunang, 34,
from the Philippines; and Alawin
bin Budiman, 34, a Malaysian national. The Brunei Permanent
Resident was identified as Sofri
bin Dahali, 36. (Source: http://
www.brudirect.com/DailyInfo/
News/Archive/Feb04/270204/
nite01.htm).
We are disturbed that, so far, there
have been no reports about the fate
of six other ISA detainees - allegedly Al-Arqam members - detained in September 2003 for “attempts to revive the group and for
being in contact with the group’s
former leader in Malaysia”
(Source:http://web.amnesty.org/
report2004/brn-summary-eng).

Authoritarian
Governments
Emboldened
I have no knowledge of any further report, if any, of the 25 ISA
detainees have since been
charged in a court of law or re-

leased. It is thus likely that they
remain in detention, bereft of their
rights to a fair trial under internationally recognised standards of
justice.
As in Malaysia and Singapore,
the ISA in Brunei is a historical
carry-over of Orwellian legislation
under British colonial rule. And
like in Malaysia and Singapore, it
effectively allows the Brunei government to detain its citizens indefinitely on the basis of the Home
Minister’s directive alone. Such
directives are never put to the test
in an internationally recognised
court of law and which hinge on
the ludicrous notion that an authoritarian government always
acts in the interests of its citizens.
To make matters worse, the post
9-11 rollback of basic human
rights and fundamental liberties
in the name of “the war on terrorism” and “national security” and
the shameless disregard of international human rights conventions by the USA and the UK have
emboldened many authoritarian
governments in Southeast Asia
and Sultanates like Brunei. They
inclined to “ape authoritarian
Western powers” and act arbitrarily without reference to international judicial and human rights
conventions.
The Government of Brunei must
respect international human
rights conventions. It must either
charge all the 25 ISA detainees in
a court of law or release them immediately and unconditionally.
For their part, Malaysia and the
Philippines should request the
Brunei government to either
charge their respective nationals
in a court of law or release them
immediately. q

US Supreme Court ’ s
Decision
Lauded
Court upholds right to trial for
Guantanamo Bay detainees
erakan Mansuhkan ISA
(Abolish ISA Movement,
GMI) welcomes and
lauds the decision of the
United State Supreme Court to finally grant court access to some
600 prisoners detained without
trial at Guantanamo Bay. This decision — which effectively accords the right to trial, a fundamental human right enshrined in
the Universal Declaration of Human Rights — is a step in the right
direction in respecting human
rights principles and the rule of
law.

G

Human rights all over the world
have suffered serious setbacks after the 9/11 incident with the
Bush administration having embarked on a global war against terrorism, characterized by severe
erosion of civil liberties and the
growing concentration of power
in the hands of the Executive.
Authoritarian regimes in other
parts of the world have also joined
the bandwagon and justified their
repressive laws in the name of
combating terrorism. GMI hopes
the decision of the US Supreme
Court, albeit late, will be a starting point in reversing this worrying global trend.
The US Supreme Court’s decision
is very important as it goes to
show that fundamental human
rights such as the right to trial cannot be ignored in any way even
under the circumstances of fighting terrorism, a principle which
has been advocated by human
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rights groups worldwide.
In the aftermath of the 9/11 tragedy, the Malaysian government
has gone on to justify detention
without trial under the Internal
Security Act (ISA) by citing that
western democracies had also
legislated laws providing for detention without trial such as the
Patriot Act in the United States.
Now that the US Supreme Court
has ruled that the right to trial
should be accorded to the prisoners, would the Malaysian government now follow suit and grant
the more than 100 ISA detainees
their right to trial?
GMI therefore strongly urges the
Malaysian government to grant
the ISA detainees immediate access to open court so that they can
engage lawyers and defend themselves against any allegation
made by the government. There
should be no more excuses by the
Malaysian government to delay
this any longer when the US,
which led the global campaign
against terrorism, is now allowing court access to the alleged terrorists.
We also call on the government to
abolish all laws that provide for
detention without trial in the
country, including the ISA, as they
go against the very grain of justice and human rights.
Yap Swee Seng
Secretary, Abolish ISA Movement
30 June 2004

THE TAMING OF THE DAYAK
Fractious and ineffective as they
may have been, Dayaks, their
leaders and politicians cannot be
ignored; they have, however, to be
kept in line – a process that has
been going on in one form or another since the Stephen Kalong
Ningkan affair and even prior to
that in the consolidation of Brooke
rule.

From

SNAP

To

PBDS

The PBDS was formed in September 1983, after a large Dayak exodus from SNAP, allegedly to better articulate and promote Dayak
aspirations and hopes. Since its
formation, PBDS has been in the
Federal Barisan Nasional but was,
for a while, in opposition at the
state level where it represented a
distinctive voice; since re-joining
the state BN, it has, in public, been
content to echo whatever positions
taken by the state leadership, effectively the Chief Minister. Nevertheless, when PBDS was de-registered and looked set to follow
SNAP’s fate, it appeared that
Dayaks had lost an explicit Dayak
voice in an ethnicised national
and state political system at a
time when the relative socio-economic, indeed demographic,
standing of Dayaks has been slipping.
The SPDP has yet to manifest an
independent, or distinctive, voice.
Indeed, it would hardly be missed
if all of its leaders were to join the
main BN party, the Parti Pesaka
Bumiputera Bersatu (PBB).
The two other parties in the
Sarawak BN, Parti Pesaka
Bumiputera Bersatu (PBB) and
Sarawak United People’s Party

Continued from page 40

(SUPP), have Dayak representation, but are largely regarded as
non-Dayak parties. Once SUPP
had a significant Dayak presence
and projected itself as a multi-ethnic left-wing party; it has long
since become an essentially Chinese party, and a party of business. PBB, in origin a merger of an
Iban party with a Malay party, is
popularly seen as a MalayMelanau dominated party but
over the past thirty years has been
more of a ‘supremo’-dominated
party, the past 23 years by the current Chief Minister Taib Mahmud,
who is also the Minister for Resource Planning (covering land,
environment and natural resources, hence authority over the
most important state agencies), the
head of the State Planning Authority and, with the recent state cabinet reshuffle, the state Minister of
Finance.
The current opposition parties
don’t have much of a presence
in local state politics. In what remains a largely parochial political situation, they either suffer
from being viewed as offshoots
of peninsula-based parties or
from the – well-founded – fear
that voting opposition would
mean the end of ‘projects’ and
largesse, the popular understanding of ‘the politics of development’.

Helpless

Calm

Despite SNAP’s de-registration
and the continuing uncertain
state of affairs in the PBDS, there
has been an eerie calm, excitement
being mostly confined to the politically involved and to the urban
areas.
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Perhaps this sentiment is indicative of a sense of helplessness and
powerlessness in the rural areas
where over 70 per cent of Dayaks
live. It is also indicative of how
those parties had become broadly
irrelevant to their day-to-day lives
just when land rights and land
issues are increasingly prominent
and when the equity of access to
opportunities for socio-economic
advancement is increasingly
questioned.
These issues supposedly had a
role in the events leading to the
de-registration of, at least, the
PBDS. Yet, despite the brave and
heated words uttered in private,
both SNAP and PBDS publicly
supported the state government’s
every policy and every action.
Both parties were unwilling or unable to address, in public, the concerns uppermost in the minds of
a majority of Dayaks.
Instead, and in common with the
state leadership, SNAP and PBDS
leaders exhorted Dayaks to adhere to the very state policies and
actions they privately questioned.
Indeed, they even upbraided
Dayaks who sought redress for
many wrongs, particularly related
to Sarawak’s last great resource –
land.

Forgotten

Passions

Hard as it may be to believe now,
SNAP once excited the imagination of Dayaks. When people were
poorer and communications
much more difficult and costly, it
was the people who carried SNAP
to significant electoral victories.
The people provided their services
and support for free, the party be-

ing too poor to offer many resources in campaigning, other
than their presence, message and
aspirations.
So, too, PBDS once generated great
passion and excitement. That was
not always healthy for it led to
longhouses splitting, sometimes
literally and physically, as it
swept along the hopes of the people, especially Iban, for the future.
Then, by the sheer fact of its existence in opposition to the state BN,
PBDS managed to stay certain
policies and actions. Land policies already in place were shelved
for fear that PBDS would be a rallying point for mass dissent.
How times have changed, and the
mighty fallen!
At the height of SNAP’s fortunes
in the 1970s, it took detention under the Internal Security Act and
severe pressure to bring the party
to heel, and compel it to join the
BN. In the 1980s, after a stint in
the state BN, PBDS was at the centre of a revolt against the state
leadership that inadvertently exposed the widespread cronyism
and corruption in the rape of
Sarawak’s timber resources.
Yet, by the time of the de-registrations of SNAP and PBDS, there
was much thunder signifying little.

Conflict

Over

Crumbs

In each case, the immediate cause
of de-registration was fratricidal
conflict and, no matter the noble
phrases. It was primarily a fight
over the crumbs of political leadership and office within the BN. It
was a conflict mainly of the urban elite with echoes amongst the
rural elite, hardly arresting to the

control the Dayaks’, and so on.
Most independent observers conclude there is more than a little
truth in both versions. The ‘assisted suicide’ could work only
because there were quarters bent
on murder. The public record of
statements and actions of the principal actors lead to no other conclusion.
James Wong: Wanted to pass the reins to
his son.

mass imagination.
SNAP’s immediate problem was
apparently the tawdry desire of its
aging president, James Wong, to
pass the reins to his son who
couldn’t claim pre-eminence over
others in a competition for leadership. With PBDS, it was a drawnout contest for succession to its
President, Leo Moggie, who finally stepped down, evidently because he was pushed.
Still, the PBDS debacle has provoked considerable hand-wringing and much gossip and fingerpointing amongst the politically
involved and in the urban areas.
The hot topic may be vulgarly
summarised as: Was it ‘attempted
murder’ or ‘assisted suicide’?

Both

Sides

The present slide into de-registration can be dated back to PBDS’s
last contest for leadership posts
in 2000. Then, Daniel Tajem contested the deputy presidency of the
party against James Masing who
went for broke by not contesting
one of the vice-presidencies of
which he was an incumbent.
Daniel had recently returned from
his furlough as Malaysian High
Commissioner to New Zealand.
His High Commissioner’s appointment was evidently to clear
the way for PBDS’s return to the
state BN (because even when it
stood in opposition in the state,
PBDS remained a member of the
national BN). Upon his return,
Daniel picked up the cudgels on
a number of issues, particularly
the amendment to Sarawak’s
Land Code that had caused considerable concern in Dayak circles.

Now

There are proponents for both
views. The ‘assisted suicide’ version has ‘cupidity’, ‘venality’,
‘money politics’, and ‘inflated selfregard’ writ all over it. The ‘attempted murder’ version is hinted
at in public obliquely suggesting
that . Only in private are divulged
the details and identities of the
‘assistants’ – the usual suspects
– whose goals are allegedly to
‘keep the Dayaks down’ and ‘to
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James, on the other hand, had
done well since PBDS’s return to
the state BN. He had become a full
state minister, initially placed in
charge of tourism. A state cabinet
reshuffle, after Abang Johari’s demotion following his successful
campaign for PBB’s deputy presidency, saw James promoted to
Minister of Social Development
and Urbanisation. Until 2000,
James was also one of PBDS’s
vice-presidents.

More Than One
To Blame
In 2000, much talk below the surface blamed James for not having
stood up to the Land Code amendment. The amendment, while
promising finally to title native
customary rights (NCR) land, removed some previous provisions
thought to be safeguards and introduced others that caused much
concern. Although there was
broad support for resolving
Sarawak’s complex land situation, it was perceived that less
than careful implementation of the
process could result in the loss of
many NCR claims while causing
fierce internecine conflict.
However, there was more than a
touch of bad faith in placing the
blame on James. All PBDS state
assembly representatives had
voted for the amendment. Indeed,
despite the subterranean talk,
there were public protestations of
complete loyalty and support for
the government’s programme, effectively the programme of the
Chief Minister who, as noted, controls the important Resource Planning ministry, the Land and Survey department, and the State
Planning Authority.
The accusations against James
gave a raw edge to the contest.
Daniel was cast as the returning
Dayak hero, a role in which he had
revelled in the 1980s. James was
portrayed as the villain who betrayed, or was at least callous towards Dayak interests. In the local parlance of Sarawak Dayak
politics, James was cast as the next
Jabu, referring to Alfred Jabu, a
longstanding Deputy Chief Minister popularly portrayed as the
paradigm of the subservient and
obsequious Dayak.

Branches

And

Funding

The situation was aggravated by
the nature of the contest. The runup to the 2000 TDC saw furious
campaigning. With the opposing
sides establishing new branches
and needing financing, there was
much talk about the sources of
funds.
Prominent in this contest was
Sarawak businessman and one of
PBDS’s financiers, Sng Chee Hua.
Sng supported Daniel. Meanwhile, in a wink-and-nudge fashion, rhetorical questions were
asked about the sources of James’
funds, the implication being that
he was being funded by quarters
opposed to Dayak interests; in less
careful moments, it was openly
suggested that he was being
funded by the Chief Minister.
As it turned out, Daniel handily
triumphed and became Deputy
President. Leo Moggie, the unchallenged incumbent president, exercised his prerogative and appointed James to the Supreme
Council, as information chief. Yet
this seeming show of unity and
acceptance of the party’s will
barely concealed the considerable
bad blood that had been aroused.
Following this TDC, Leo indicated his desire to step down as
president, thus inadvertently
opening up a conflict over succession.
Despite the so-called March 2002
‘Miri compromise’ – a proposal for
Daniel as President and James as
Deputy President – the bad blood
spilt over in progressively ugly
fashion. The party elite fractured
into two opposing camps. In April
2003, PBDS Treasurer Joseph
Salang, who was aligned with
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Daniel, reportedly offered to step
aside in favour of James for the
Deputy Presidency, but to no
avail.
In a curious twist, Sng, one of the
elected party vice-presidents,
switched sides and lined up with
James to challenge not only Daniel, but apparently also founderpresident Leo Moggie. This was
vigorously denied by members of
the James-Sng camp.

Mentor-Protégé
Fallout
After months of sandiwara, this
was publicly acknowledged in
September 2003 when Leo Moggie
openly criticised James ‘as a paranoid who will go to any length in
wanting to be the president’. Leo
then firmly supported Daniel’s
accession to the presidency. In response, James, likewise calling
Leo ‘paranoid’, shot a broadside
against the ineptitude of Leo’s
leadership.
Thus ended another Malaysian
political mentor-protégé relationship. Leo had once expressed a
preference for James, but by May
2002, Leo had changed his position in apparent deference to the
sentiments of other party leaders
when James teamed up with Sng
to contest PBDS’s two top posts.
Leo insisted that Dayaks should
hold the two top posts – hardly
something unexpected in light of
the reasons for SNAP’s split back
in 1983.
It is unnecessary to delve excessively into the details of a conflict
from which neither side has
emerged with much credit, credibility or honour, although subsequent events appear to favour the
hints thrown up by the Daniel fac-

tion that the conflict has been
egged on from above.
Briefly, Leo tried to settle the succession. First, he did not put himself up for re-election. Second,
when that didn’t work, he resigned as President in June, thus
handing over the reins of the party
to Deputy President Daniel.
Daniel promptly exercised the
privilege of his position on the
grounds that the terms of the Supreme Council’s 10 appointed
members – seven of whom were
aligned with the James-Sng camp
– had lapsed with Leo’s resignation. The 10 members were apparently informed so by a fax signed
by Leo. Daniel then re-appointed
some of them, people widely seen
to belong to his camp. He made
new appointments, also of persons seen to be his supporters.
Thus, the balance of support in the
Supreme Council, which had
been tilting towards the James-Sng
faction following an earlier round
of ‘hopping’, tilted back to the
Tajem-Salang camp. Meanwhile,
nine of the party’s 14 state assembly representatives and Members
of Parliament – comprising six
state assembly representatives (including all the state ministers)
and three MPs – sided with
James-Sng.

Special

Branches?

Prior to this, there was intense
jockeying at the branch level that
reportedly resulted in a duplication of branches. The situation
deteriorated to the point where
branches supporting James’ faction were submitting their mandatory annual returns for the Secretary-General’s verification via
James’ group – under lock-and-

key or sealed in hardcover files,
with the condition these could
only be opened in the presence of
one of their representatives.
The locked and sealed returns
were never opened. So it came to
pass that the James-Sng camp was
officially declared by the Credentials Committee not to have received any nominations for the
2003 TDC elections. At the official
TDC in late July, those returns, still
locked and sealed, were prominently exhibited on stage as evidence of the bad faith of the JamesSng camp. The Tajem-Salang slate
was returned unopposed.
The James-Sng camp lodged a
report with the ROS, warning
publicly that the party could be
de-registered. They suggested
new elections, according to their
guidelines, as the only solution
to the impasse. They staged their
own TDC in Bintulu that unanimously returned their slate, unopposed, to head the party. The
Tajem-Salang camp lodged a
police report that the James-Sng
camp had sent out notices that
the real TDC had been moved to
Bintulu.
At the Bintulu so-called TDC in
late July 2003, James obliquely referred to one of the undercurrents
of the conflict when he noted that
once a leader had placed his trust
in a person, that person would be
better positioned to persuade the
leader to his views and his opinions. The implication was James
had the Chief Minister’s trust. Indeed, in early July, at a Kapit gathering, James led a pledge of loyalty to the Chief Minister who in
turn said he would only cooperate with those who could work
with the BN – but then averred
neutrality in PBDS’s conflict.
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At the official TDC in Santubong,
also held in late July 2003, Leo
declared the uncontested win by
Daniel and his slate to be legitimate. He stated that many of the
technical issues protested by the
James-Sng camp in fact had been
adopted on their suggestion. Daniel, in his speech, reiterated support for the Chief Minister, describing the latter as the guiding light
for Sarawak’s rapid economic development, social integration and
political stability.
Subsequently, the Tajem-Salang
group offered to accommodate the
James-Sng group via appointments to the Supreme Council, but
ruled out any fresh elections. The
offer was rejected.

The

ROS

Express

From then on, events moved with
exemplary rapidity – for the ROS
which hasn’t yet approved the
years-old registration applications of the Parti Sosialis Malaysia and took an inordinately long
time to approve the merger of Parti
Keadilan Nasional and Parti
Rakyat Malaysia.
The ROS’s investigations reportedly began in early August
2003. In late September, the ROS
indicated a ruling would be
some time in the making. The
Deputy Home Affairs Minister
reportedly expressed some confusion over the complaints. Yet,
in early October, the ROS ruled
the James-Sng TDC illegitimate
and issued a ‘show cause’ letter
to the PBDS executive. The letter
raised doubts about the legitimacy of 29 branches represented
at the TDC. The PBDS executive
filed its response in early November. A month later, PBDS
was deregistered.

Meanwhile, the BN effectively suspended PBDS’s representation in
the BN Council on the grounds of
the party’s disputed leadership,
even though there could be little
doubt about the illegitimacy of the
election of the James-Sng slate –
whatever the rights and wrongs
in the PBDS conflict. At the same
time, at least BN Secretary-General
Mohammad Rahmat made conflicting noises about the BN’s preparedness to accept a new splinter party into its fold even as the
James-Sng camp initiated the formation and registration of a new
party.
Finally, following PBDS’s de-registration,
Prime
Minister
Abdullah held out some hope
by saying he wanted to save
PBDS. His was a strange
statement since, as Minister
of Home Affairs, Abdullah
has oversight over the ROS
and had probably approved
both the ‘show cause’ letter
and the notice of de-registration.
In October, moreover, at least
one of the alleged underlying
sources of conflict was made public when James praised Deputy
Chief Minister Alfred Jabu of the
PBB as an exemplary Iban leader,
and called on all Dayaks to unite
behind Jabu to make him the
‘Mahathir of the Dayaks’. Previously, much had been hinted. The
James-Sng camp claimed to be
close to the state BN leadership,
while charging that their opponents were opposed to the leadership, or were not favoured by it. It
is believed the Chief Minister continues to harbour considerable
enmity towards Daniel as a result
of the events of 1987 when PBDS
was one of the leading partners
in the attempt to unseat him. For

their part, the Tajem-Salang side
made statements about persons
who were ineffective in championing Dayak interests, especially
on land issues, for fear of losing
their ministerial posts.

Where
Are
The
People?
It only adds to the opposing sides’
self-inflation to suggest that the
people’s aspirations, purportedly
represented by PBDS, have anything to do with this conflict. It has
been quite a while since PBDS engaged the passions of the people.
For some time now, the people
have only served as the electoral
vehicle for attaining the aspira-

the Dayak urban elite who are
truly concerned with the fate of the
Dayaks. Unfortunately, many of
them remain trapped within the
New Economic Policy box of ethnic preferences. Given the
Dayaks’ political clout – or lack
of clout, rather – the NEP box
doesn’t contain much of a solution to the Dayaks’ myriad problems.
Is this a harsh judgment? Just take
one critical illustration.
All independent observers, including Suhakam’s fact-finding
mission and, it seems, federal officers, consider that a grave injustice was committed over the
Bakun Resettlement.
On the Peninsula, FELDA,
for all its faults, stands out
as an example of a ‘land to
the landless’ programme.
For a minimal charge
stretched over 25 years, each
settler family is endowed
with 10 acres of developed
land.

tions of an urban elite – for contracts, business opportunities and
high positions. One can liken the
conduct of this urban elite to that
of the UMNO ‘Young Turks’ who
powered the Bumiputera Economic Congresses, except the urban Dayak elite had neither the
UMNO ‘Young Turks’ political
adroitness nor political patronage.
Dayaks in general, and Iban in
particular, urgently face the real
possibility of their becoming an
urban and rural underclass. Still,
too many of the Dayak elite are
paralysed by an impotence compounded by self-interest.
To be fair, there are some among
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In Bakun, families once had tens
of acres of land each plus access
to a large area of forest and a rich
river system. They were resettled
with three acres of undeveloped land
each. Six years after resettlement,
virtually nothing has been implemented to ensure that they have a
productive base and an income
stream, even as they carry a debt
of RM52,500 for their resettlement
houses, while the government
continues to withhold payment of
compensation for their old housing. Meanwhile, their communities have begun to disintegrate.
Where were the antagonists in the
PBDS conflict while all this was
happening?

James Masing was chairman of
the government’s Bakun Resettlement Committee. One of
James’ supporters, Billy Abit, MP
for Ulu Rejang, hails from a resettled community. One of
James’ opponents, PBDS Secretary-General Stanley Ajang,
State Assemblyman for Belaga,
and one of the major
concessionaires for the revived
Bakun Dam, hails from another
resettled community.
There is surely some sadness at
PBDS’ travails. However, there is
little sense that it holds any great
consequences for the day-to-day
lives of the majority of Dayaks.
This is the saddest aspect of this
sorry state of affairs.
Yet the more far-sighted BN politicians who might cheer a bit at
seeing a minor irritant expunged
know that if Dayaks are pushed
into a corner – and some of them
already feel that way – it will only
be a matter of time before there is
resurgent and strengthened
Dayak opposition.

The

Denouement?

Might this then be part of the calculations in the apparent denouement being sought – to ensure the
continued existence of a compliant Dayak elite, driven by its own
narrow interests, leading a compliant Dayak party?
In March 2004, on the eve of nominations for the parliamentary elections, Abdullah Badawi reinstated the PBDS subject to new
party elections. This allowed the
PBDS to contest the elections under the BN banner.
Subsequent to the parliamentary
elections, party elections were

fixed for October, with the nominations vetting credentials committee under the chairmanship of
a person appointed by the national BN.
Various quarters meanwhile have
suggested that a desirable outcome would be for James to become
president with Joseph Salang as
deputy president, thus side-lining
Daniel Tajem.
It appears that Putrajaya prefers
such an outcome, although it is
doubtful if it is tenable given both
the acrimony of the past few years
and the recent events during the
parliamentary elections.
The state BN, under the almost
complete control of the Chief Minister, apparently prefers an unambiguous victory for the James
Masing-Sng Chee Hua faction,
and Putrajaya and the national
BN might go along with this.
There are two indications of this
preference on the part of the Chief
Minister.
First is the total inaction, other
than by the official PBDS leadership, against those who stood
as and supported ‘independents’ against BN-approved
PBDS candidates in the recent
parliamentary elections. The official PBDS leadership issued
‘show cause’ letters to those
who stood as ‘independents’
and who were known to have
supported them, and subsequently sacked them. Amongst
those thus sacked were Sng Chee
Hua himself and a PBDS state
assistant minister aligned to the
James Masing-Sng faction. This
faction protested the sackings,
resulting in an apparent clarification from the national BN that
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the PBDS official leadership did
not have the power to take such
action.
This is in stark contrast to the
sacking of then state assistant
minister Patau Rubis in 1995 for
his part in supporting an ‘independent’ against a BN candidate for elections, as also the recent decision of UMNO to sack
some members for doing the
same.
Second is the recent state cabinet reshuffle where the PBDS
representatives appointed to the
new cabinet were all aligned to
the James Masing-Sng faction,
with James himself promoted to
Minister of Land Development.
This included the son of Sng
Chee Hua, who now holds the
record of being the youngest
person to be appointed to two
assistant ministerial posts, in
economic planning and industrial development (planning),
barely three years since he was
plucked from his undergraduate course at the London School
of Economics to contest and win
his first election to the state assembly in 2001. This is despite
the recommendations of the official PBDS leadership and the
availability of persons who
have had longer tenure in the
state assembly and are not inferior in capability.
The message is loud and clear,
and there can now be few doubts
as to the behind-the-scenes role
of the Chief Minister in the PBDS
affair – at least of his preferences.
The very public expression of
those preferences will have an
impact on the coming PBDS elections, given the patrimonial and
patronage system of politics
that prevails in Sarawak. q

has to be directed against the parliamentarians who ignored the
Speaker”s circular letter and did
not honour the Speaker’s instruction requiring them to raise their
right hand when taking their oath
of office. It can be argued that they
had not shown any respect to the
Speaker. Does their conduct warrant any action?

A record of Aliran's stand on current affairs.

Let’s Address
Serious
Matters
Aliran fails to understand what
the fuss is all about. Karpal was
wrong in quoting the wrong law
but he was right in insisting
that when taking an oath the
right hand must be raised. This
was something that has to be observed while taking the oath. It
is understood that the Speaker
himself in a circular letter dated
8 April had informed and reminded parliamentarians to observe this requirement at the
oath-taking ceremony.

If Karpal’s protest had been upheld, then subsequently he could
rightly have been accused of making a “false statement” and of
having “misdirected the House.”
But this did not take place as the
Speaker had over-ruled him. In
other words, the Speaker had dismissed Karpal’s protest as of no
significance and of no consequence.
A point was put forward and it
was discarded. In what way had
the House been “misdirected”?
If any action is to be taken, then it

To make a mountain out of a molehill doesn’t reflect well on the august body of Parliament, which
should be directing itself to serious affairs of the country. Time
should be spent on fruitful pursuits instead of dissipating its energies on trivial matters.
P Ramakrishnan
President
10 June 2004

Mahathir
And
Mugabe:
The Cat Is Out
Of The Bag
At last the cat is out of the bag! It
took the former Prime Minister
Mahathir Mohamad 15 days to
shed some light on an issue that
had remained shrouded in mystery. It must have been the best
kept secret - the Malaysian government and the cabinet did not
seem to know anything about it!
When the news regarding
Mugabe’s lavish 25-bedroom
mansion and the fact that Malaysia was partially funding the construction of this RM18.6 million
palace was first disclosed, the
country was in the dark.
Even the Number Two man in the
government knew nothing about
it! Deputy Prime Minister Datuk
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try in this fashion? If so, how
many Heads of States have benefited from this promotion of the
timber industry? It is very telling
that Mahathir did not disclose the
value of the timber that was given
away to Mugabe. And what kind
of timber have “we” presented
him with? Does this gift run into
millions of ringgit and if so how
many millions?

Seri Najib Abdul Razak claimed
that he was not aware of it. He was
quoted as having stated, “I have
no information about that. I will
check.” Even Parliament was not
privy to this information. Deputy
Foreign Minister Joseph Salang
Gandum informed Parliament
that he was unaware of this. He is
on record as having stated, “…I
don’t think the government would
have funded the mansion.”
The Foreign Minister who has
been in that office for some time
should have known something
about this. After all, it concerns
foreign relations with another
country and that must surely be
within his purview. While the
present Deputy Prime Minister
may with some justification plead
ignorance about this matter, what
about the Prime Minister who was
Mahathir’s Deputy Prime Minister? Did he know anything about
it or was he equally in the dark?
This is an extremely odd situation.
Ministers are in the dark, the Cabinet knows nothing about it and
Parliament is none the wiser. We
are talking about the country’s
wealth and assets. Can it be just

given away by an individual without sanction from the government? It is not private wealth to
be donated as and when one is
inclined to do so.
This is why it is so upsetting to
read Mahathir saying, “Yes, we
did give Zimbabwe, but what’s
wrong with that?” What does he
mean by “WE”? It is more like “I”
The entire country is in the dark
and how can he claim that “we”
gave the timber? And let’s not forget Mugabe is not “Zimbabwe.”
The gift was for Mugabe’s private
mansion and not for Zimbabwe,
the country.

Mahathir is also accountable to
the public for his action. He must
come clean by providing facts and
figures to justify why a guy like
Mugabe, who is regarded as a tyrant and a despotic dictator, deserves
this
“gift”
from
Malaysians. This is just one example of the wealth that was
squandered at the expense of the
poor and the deserving.
P Ramakrishnan
President
11 June 2004

Giving Of Gifts
And
Corruption

It is even more bewildering to read
him stating that there was nothing extraordinary about the gift,
which he described as “usual
practice” in promoting Malaysian
timber. Is this how we promote our
Malaysian timber? It is more like
exporting our timber without a
valid permit for the construction
of a private palatial mansion that
does not accrue any benefit for the
timber industry.

Giving gifts is an Asian practice
that has been observed for a very
long time. It did not have the negative connotation that is attached
to this practice now. Giving gifts
when people get married, when
babies are born or named during
formal celebrations, when earpiercing ceremonies are held,
when house-warming is observed
is something perceived as normal
and seen as a form of social courtesy. It is the common belief that
we should not attend these functions empty-handed.

Is it a fact that it is a “usual practice” to promote the timber indus-

But then, these gifts do not turn
out to be exorbitant items gener-
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ally. Certain relatives and very
close friends may be rather generous in giving gifts; sometimes the
gifts could be expensive items or
even come in the form of jewellery.
These are given as expressions of
love and joy to mark the occasions.
Nothing in return is expected. Of
course when similar occasions
arise, the compliments are returned.
In the business world, this practice is taken further with a motive
to secure certain favours or rewards and awards or lucrative
contracts. Usually, gifts given to
officials in authoritycan run into
even millions of ringgit so that one
cannot turn his back to such enticing gifts. In situations such as
this, the idea is to bribe their way
into the hearts of officialdom so
that they secure what is dearly
sought.
People with connections can buy
their way out of difficult situations, whether they concern traffic summons or pending charges.
Cases can be delayed or other
convenient self-serving arrangements can be made by way of gifts
that are tempting enough to secure
favours.

Promotions and verticle increments can also be secured
through expensive gifts and
by toadying up to the heads
of departments. There are numerous examples of deserving
government servants who have
been sidestepped and by-passed
in favour of those who are able to
please their heads.
What is even more disturbing
and revolting is the disclosure

not long ago that there were allegedly corrupt judges on the
take. This seious accusation was
made by none other than a former
judge who was later forced to resign. It was then understood that
this judge had sufficient proof to
back up his claims. The Mahathir
government did not dare to
charge him in open court to publicly disprove his accusations.
But the episode left the judiciary
under a cloud of suspicion and
further tarnished its already battered image.
In the 1980s, the common talk was
that a certain minister had always
indicated her preference for jewellery when it came to receiving
presents. Another Menteri Besar
down south, it seemed, had his
date of birth displayed very
prominently outside his office so
that no one would forget to do the
needful.
People who depend on these officials, reportedly make it a point to
remember their dates of birth,
wedding anniversaries and festive occasions. It is a common practice to send huge hampers and
great bouquets besides throwing
dinner parties. These things are
observed not for nothing.
Except for those retiring, all the
others in service should not be
given any gifts. It is just too ridiculous for a minister or a departmental head to be given gifts for performing public duties expected of
them. Why should a full-page advertisement be taken to thank
such people. Why should thousands of ringgit be spent for inserting such advertisements unless they want to be remembered
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and rewarded later.
What was an innocuos courtesy
has now evolved into an art that
smacks of bribery. This is being
abused very blatantly through
gifts involving high monetary
value. Such gifts send a definite
message that is unspoken but
clearly understood.
Ordinary folks can exchange,
say,a little souvenir with something else that is of moderate monetary value.But it gets pretty
“combersome” when the gift
transforms into timber or a house
or a motor car or a paid holiday
trip for a judicial personage.

All politicians should surrender whatever gifts they receive
when in office to a particular
agency that keeps these gifts
for public scrutiny. With this
mechanism, the politician concerned may not have to offend the
giver by not receiving it. That is, if
the politician feels that it is culturally difficult to reject such a
“gift”.
When ministers and politicians
give gifts, it should be done in a
very transparent manner and not
like the gift to Mugabae which
even the cabinet was not aware
of. After all, it is the country that
bears this cost and therefore it
must be transparent and only decided after cabinet discussion so
that it is apparent who receives
what and to what tune. q
The above views were solicited
by The Star and the two
sentences appearring in bold
were carried by the Sunday Star,
27 June 2004.

New

Gimmick?

MIC president S. Samy Vellu has
come up with yet another gimmick
to keep MIC members busy. New
Logo and New Slogan. How about
a New President which is long
overdue?
Samy Vellu can only give the same
value. What the community
needs badly is new ideas that will
work and new ideas can only take
effect with a new leadership and
a new team. I think the community deserve this.
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name and address. Pseudonyms may be used. Send letters to :
Editor, ALIRAN MONTHLY, 103, Medan Penaga, 11600 Penang,
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Hardline
The Real

Theocrats
Culprits

True religion is the cultivation of
heart and mind to its very pinnacle to realise the absolute truths
embedded in eternity. It is not the
suffocation of the intellect nor is it
a curtailment of true divine emotion from flowering out from the
depths of our being.
When we try to defend our religion by putting too many curbs
on our intellect, it fails to discover
its own shortcomings and thus
loses the opportunity to respond
to them reasonably.
Religious theocrats were more
concerned with putting the brakes
on intellectual inquiry into the
failures of religion than on putting
the curbs on religious extremism
and fanaticism. And what do we

Karuppan
Johor Bahru

NS
Be

Should Not
Patch Work

have today? Fanaticism and ruthless militancy on the rampage
striking terror and fear in the
hearts of innocent people.
These militant groups have to
some extent subverted the religion
they belong to and are brainwashing disgruntled youths into believing that they can earn martyrdom and ensure themselves a
place in heaven by mercilessly killing innocent people in the name
of God.
While to some extent we can put
the blame on unjust foreign powers and Zionist plots, theocrats
and undemocratic feudal regimes
more interested in themselves
than the people at large.
Rasahugan
Ipoh
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Datuk Seri Najib: Weaknesses need to be
addressed

I have been following the activities of the current batch of participants in the National Service programme and have come to the conclusion that the NS programme in
its present form is actually a youth
camp and since its introduction it
has caught the public attention for
the wrong reasons.

There are weaknesses which I
think Datuk Seri Najib Razak
needs to address.
Firstly, if the programme is national service we expect the participants to serve the nation. In
this case, they contribute nothing
but are clothed, fed and provided
with other facilities for their comfort and well-being at the expense
of taxpayers.
Secondly, the participants are selected at random and those who
are not selected are not guilty for
not participating in the NS programme while those selected but
who do not attend are already
considered offenders and can be
charged in court. Where is the fairness?
Tunku Ismail Jewa
Penang

Flogging

Is

Also

Brutal

I was both surprised and disappointed that in the article “Brutality in our own backyard” (AM
Vol 24 No 5) no mention was made
of the use of the rotan. In a recent
article in The New Straits Times it
was stated that “The flogger is
instructed to inflict maximum
pain on criminals and that he
dons a surgical mask to prevent
bits of skin and flesh from flying
into his face.” Such punishment
clearly violates Article 5 of the UN
Declaration of Human Rights.
This article states that “No one
shall be subjected to torture or
cruel, inhumane or degrading
treatment or punishment.”
Those who are convicted of rape
and other heinous crimes must be
severely punished. However we
should never make use of barbaric

methods such as flogging.
Peter Young
Petaling Jaya

Penang’s

Heritage

We note that the Penang Heritage
Trust is one of those concerned
about the future of some graves in
the Catholic Cemetery, and the
preservation of this site.
At the 2002 annual general meeting of the Trust a resolution was
unanimously passed that Gurney
Drive is part of Penang’s heritage
and the Trust should do what it
can to retain it. We suggest that
the future of Gurney Drive is of
more interest to a great many more
people than the cemetery and
hope we shall soon hear of action
taken by the Trust in accordance
with the wishes of its members.
Richard Jones
Penang

University
Selection
Process
Like Lottery Draw
In the selection of students for
public universities for courses of
their choice the word “meritocracy” has been bandied about as
if it were a threat to the order of
things as they should be. Problems that surface in the selection
process are dismissed as aberrations and ignored until no less
than the Cabinet has to speak up
on behalf of deprived top scorers.

After allocating weights to each criterion like academic results, leadership, sports and special circumstances, list the applications in order of scores and take the top scorers. I would recommend only 90
per cent of seats be awarded this
way leaving the 10 per cent for special cases that are not or cannot be
adjudged on these criteria.
The result is that nobody will find
himself or herself in a situation
where a “better student” was rejected while mediocrity is rewarded. This way generates less
acrimony; teaches students the
meaning of fair play; it is transparent and accountable; and the
good Minister of Education will
have fewer awkward questions to
answer.
There will always be lower scorers who may appeal on various
grounds such as physical disability that prevented them from gaining points for sports etc, and this
is what the 10 per cent of seats
ought to be used for.
The selection team should be
made criminally responsible if
they had exercised their discretion
wrongfully. That will keep them
on their toes and help restore a
modicum of confidence in the selection process.

I am at a loss to see how difficult it
can be to select the cream of the
crop for each university seat.

As it stands, an application to the
UPU is much akin to buying a 4D
ticket. You may get a prize even if
you don’t deserve it. How else can
one explain “dull” students being
allowed to read for “architecture”
or those with the least inclination
being shoe-horned into biochemistry.

Take the law course for instance.
The entry criteria are not in doubt.

R J Noel
Kuching
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Rehman
Should
Focus
On
Unlawful
Shootings
And
Custodial
Deaths
I refer to Rehman Rashid’s piece
under the COMMENT header in
the NST recently discussing P
Uthayakumar’s reasons and justification in seeking protection in
United Kingdom under asylum
status.
Some facts that may have missed
his attention:
Fact 1 : An average of one person
dies in police shooting
every week;
Fact 2: No credible investigation
has ever been launched
on this statistic yet. The
Police Commission is still
pussy footing and seems
keener on having road
shows and opening their
new office;
Fact 3: There has been no accountability at Parliament
level as well, yet
Fact 4: They have been many unexplained deaths in custody, more than at Abu
Gharib prison;
Fact 5: Many of the reported
deaths seem to be Indian
or Chinese;
Fact 6: UthayaKumar has tried
many times to seek explanations and justice via the
courts. For his efforts, he
has faced contempt
charges, later cleared by a
reasonable judge.
Fact 7: He has been attacked by
gun-totting scoundrels
Fact 8 : Remember the case of the
family in Sentul who was
repeatedly threatened after lodging police report
and the police appeared
to be doing nothing.

Fact 9: A Post mortem request on
this particular death has
always been turned
down.
After reading the above, does
Rehman still think that Uthaya
was seeking cheap publicity or
preventing the police from doing
their work?
Rehman says other human right
champions in Malaysia do not
run off to far-off lands and instead
they stay to defend their causes.
But he fails to mention that Lim
Guan Eng was jailed for doing
just that; Irene Fernandez is facing a jail term for doing just that;
the Keadilan member who was
eventually cleared of OSA charges
was under threat of just that. The
police have not yet explained the
disappearance of the apprehended suspect who apparently

fell into the river at Brickfields.
Why doesn’t Rehman talk about
that in his column?
Uthayakumar is yet another casualty of the process where law and
society have made the person the
subject matter rather than focus on
the issue that was being championed by the person.
So please, Rehman, could you perhaps write a feature-length article in your paper on this subject
of unlawful police shootings and
deaths in custody? I am sure the
police will give you all the information you need as you are of the
opinion that they are just doing
their job and beyond reproach.
Thank you, Rehman. Looking forward to your next column in NST.
Incredulous
Petaling Jaya

ERRATUM
Tireless

Interrogators

That night I was interrogated till the
next morning by a new team of interrogators whom I’d met the evening
before. They took turns, two or three
of them every two hours. I was made
to sit on a round stool with no back.
Compared to the first team, this team
was extremely rough. They spewed
obsenities, screamed at me, cursed,
scolded, insulted and humiliated me
all through the night. (p. 49, translated)
Kassim Ahmad
Universiti Kedua: Kisah Tahanan Di Bawah ISA
Petaling Jaya, Media Intellek, 1983
Note: The above extract in our last issue of the Aliran Monthly (vol.24:5 page 8)
was wrongly attributed to James Wong. We apologise for the error.
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BOOK REVIEW

Authoritarian
And
Opaque

Governments
Democracy

by Mustafa K Anuar
cial groups and institutions.

Garry Rodan, Transparency and Authoritarian Rule in Southeast Asia. Singapore
and Malaysia. London,
RoutledgeCurzon. 263
pages.

ransparency as a mode
of governance assumed
a high profile after the
1997 Asian financial crisis. Political observers and financial experts felt that the lack of
transparency had spawned
cronyism and other bad ways of
doing business in affected countries.

Authoritarian regimes in Singapore and Malaysia selectively
pushed ‘transparency’ and confined ‘good governance’ to providing sufficient and vital information. Their objective was to be
accountable to international capital, not necessarily their citizens.

T

The International Monetary Fund
and the World Bank insisted that
transparency and governance reforms were required to ensure
‘more robust market systems’ in
Asian economies, their further liberalisation and fuller integration
into the global capitalist system.
For Indonesia and Malaysia, there
was an additional dimension to
transparency and good governance. These issues became the rallying cry of their respective
Reformasi movements. Many
Reformasi activists were optimis-

tic that pressures from global capital and international financial institutions would push Southeast
Asian regimes towards conform
greater transparency and somehow to democracy.

Transparently
Different
Meanings
Garry Rodan disagrees with that
leap of activist imagination.
An international authority on
Southeast
Asian
political
economy, and Director of the influential Asia Research Centre of
Murdoch University, Rodan argues that ‘transparency’ had different meanings for different soAliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 38

However, civil society groups
Malaysia who fervently advocated democracy and press freedom maintained that transparency via institutional and media
reforms would make the governments more politically accountable.
In Rodan’s view, the free flow of
ideas and information is anathema to authoritarian rule that is
‘characterised by a concentration
of power and the obstruction of
serious political competition with,
or scrutiny of, that power’.

Complicity
And
Capitulation
By various means, including institutional arrangements, instruments of state, restrictive laws and
controlled national media, Southeast Asian regimes, especially in
Singapore and Malaysia promoted their own brand of ‘transparency’. This strategy worked

because of the complicity of the
middle classes and international
capital, and the vulnerability of
the international media to the regimes’ commercial pressures.
International capital, Rodan contends, was content with selective
‘transparency’ reforms that accelerated economic liberalisation.
The international media, self-proclaimed champions of press freedom and regime accountability,
yielded to economic self-interest.
Rodan’s analysis is rich with examples of how the international
media was ‘tamed’ in Singapore
and, slightly less so, in Malaysia.
Faced with periodic bans, censorship, mega legal suits, and cuts
on advertising and circulation,
the media chose caution over severely reduced revenues.
Yet there were contrasts between
the Singaporean and Malaysian
cases. The Singapore regime con-

trolled the national and international media more effectively than
its Malaysian counterpart.
Rodan suggests Malaysia’s larger
size and thriving civil society
made control and monitoring
harder than in the island state
known for its more efficient modes
of social and political control.

Cintai

ICT?

Those who are partial to hype
about the potential of Information
and Communications Technologies (ICT) will not find comfort in
Rodan’s analysis. Rodan rejects
‘modernization theory’ that ICT
must bring positive changes to
society. Instead he cautions that
ICT can go ‘either way’ – towards
democratisation or authoritarianism. In Singapore, already legal
mechanisms control Internet use
by tiny civil society groups inclined to experiment with democracy.

Free Anwar Campaign
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But in Malaysia, during
Reformasi, dissident websites
emerged that fed a soaring
popularity of alternative publications, thus damaging the credibility of the mainstream media.
Predictably, the BN government
has been exploring ways to
dampen the Internet’s liberating
impact.
Readers committed to press freedom, justice and democracy, will
find Rodan’s analysis compelling
and his conclusion worrying.
Rodan shows that the Singapore
regime has become a ‘role model’
for other regimes.
Indeed, regimes in Malaysia,
Thailand and China may be eagerly learning from Singapore
more effective controls over
press freedom and transparency.
Hence, economic liberalisation
in Asia need not lead to freer
political mobilisation and pluralism. q

www.freeanwar.net

POLITICS

The

Taming

Of

The

Dayak

The PBDS saga continues
by Philip Khoo
n the course of a year, the
two major parties in the
Sarawak
Barisan
Nasional (BN) with an
essentially Dayak base met a similar fate. Both are parties with complex and uneasy relationships, in
turn submissive and defiant, with
the dominant Sarawak BN party,
the Parti Pesaka Bumiputera
Bersatu (PBB). Both had been in
opposition at some point in the
past. Both were established to realise a Dayak identity, and to advance allegedly Dayak interests
and aspirations. Both haven’t
quite succeeded in either objective,
except in limited ways.

consequent upon a ‘show cause’
letter issued in September 2003 relating to the status of some PBDS
branches, hence the status of the
Triennial Delegates Conference
(TDC) of July. The ‘show cause’
letter was an outcome of complaints arising from an acrimonious contest for PBDS’s top leadership positions, a contest that resulted in two Triennial Delegates
Conferences (TDC), two Presidents, two Deputy Presidents and
two Supreme Councils.

I

In November 2002, the Sarawak
National Action Party (SNAP),
Sarawak’s first Dayak-based
party, was de-registered by the
Registrar of Societies (ROS) for alleged contravention of the Societies Act. In early December 2003,
the Parti Bansa Dayak Sarawak
(PBDS) was likewise de-registered.
In SNAP’s case, a sizeable proportion of its leadership, aligned with
the Sarawak Chief Minister,
quickly set up a new party, the
Sarawak Progressive Democratic
Party (SPDP). The SPDP was registered by the Registrar of Societies in record time – under a week
– and just as quickly recognized
and admitted into the BN, an in-

Taib Mahmud: Chief Minister, Minister
for Resource Planning, head of the State
Planning Authority and the state
Minister of Finance.

decent haste suggesting a conjunction of views between
Putrajaya, then under Mahathir,
and Kuching. This left a rump in
SNAP to appeal against de-registration. In the context of Sarawak
politics, this was a crippled rump
outside the BN, needing to re-discover the lost spirit and wherewithal to function as an opposition party – which they did to a
very limited degree in the recent
parliamentary elections.
In the PBDS’ case, the main leadership, encouraged by statements
of Prime Minister Abdullah
Badawi (also Minister of Home
Affairs), appealed against the
ROS decision to de-register the
party. This decision was made
Aliran Monthly : Vol.24(6) Page 40

At the time the ‘show cause’ letter
was issued, the Registrar ruled
that the second TDC, held by the
James Masing-Sng Chee Hua faction, was illegitimate. This faction
then initiated the formation of a
new party, the Parti Rakyat
Sarawak. Unlike the case with the
SPDP, this did not receive the super fast-track treatment, suggesting a probable difference of views
between the powers-that-be in
Putrajaya and in Kuching.
Putrajaya apparently favoured
some sort of a revival of the PBDS
– subsequently confirmed by the
lifting of the de-registration in
March 2004 – whereas Kuching
apparently favoured the James
Masing-Sng Chee Hua faction –
subsequently indicated by the recent state cabinet re-shuffle.

Continued on page 26

